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The Only
Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County
United Press International In Our 17th Year
, Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, December 2, 1966 10* Per Copy
alt.%
1. 
CirculationrArgeof
rculation
Both In City
And in Countyi
Vol. LXXXVII No. 284
seen & Heard
c. Around 4-
MURRAY
There sure it a kit of MI fere n
between 32 above and 22 above.
MesisW ott thee morning W a
ebelaatfW aro and turned mtht
around and went back M the
house Thb vias no morning W
met loaf arburd area*
We got out our Met "extra" Mice
Worid War LI on Wednewhy at
noon
All eobireribers did not receive the
extra but they did get all of the
le news °onboard In the e tetra In
the regular issue on Wednesday
meting
4
The purpose of the extra was two-
fort One was to get oul the In -
portaxit OM% that a new plant
• ocartme to Murray This was
news most papa have been milt-
ing for twenty years to hear The
other was strictly a professional
desire to beat a ,n&hei with
the TIMM and inn woody with
the 13-00 o'clock deadkne set by
Eli Islay 'Ibis we accomplished.
With all the news media we have
at our clisporal today, news tra-
vels fast and something really hem
to be of earth *airing impudence
Its- an edam to be produced We
felt this was art an ocasaion.
last imagine whet w happe n If
Ifhis new piant was to tire 500
Peolde
It we mean that Mulvey would
have 1410 more people, 500 more
households . 256 more sphool child-
ren , CPO .000 neve pereoral -
come per year . $1,050.000 row* in
• tank deposals; 535 more ma-
rine we regatered. $70 more
pope employed because of aim -
uiated business. 20 more business
ease:elements : arid 51 .800,000
more in retail skies per year
is
Mate why we lieurecl this to be
the most trimontant news in Cal -
kiway County then most anythIng
that has happened in the law
(Cannoned at Page igh
Car Stolen
Last Night
, At 10:35
The IMO light blue Chevrolet
two done owned by Raymond P4.
waren but bear driven by his
s-in, Rennie Edwards, 1111 Main
Street , was reported seam bast
nectit at 10- R. socording to the
Murray Pollee Deptrtmest.
Police aid the err the Mogen
while Fan nee sete dating at the
✓ home of his Mend. Les Vance,
at South flat and Mut Streets.
Reports are that Inwards and
Vance heard a cur door slam
ancl they rushed out to see the
ear being cloven away They nett-
ed Into Vence's ner to chase then,
but the car went over the rise
and they were unable to bode
the car again
The Police and Edwards had
• aft the keys In the car stale
he was in the Vance P. The
oar it licensed in Onhoway (bun -
ty Kennincy. No 137-514
A minor traffic accident was
repined Thurman at 4 : 16 pin at
North 5th ill met in faint of
lifturay Cables-Mon , but Ito report
ma feed an the aphelion.
Citations were besued to four
persons tor speeding , one person ,
111 for thareireseleg stop sign, and
one perenn for public drunk en -
n ems, according to the Ponce
toque.
WOODMEN CAMP
Hazel Woodmen Cann 138 wet
have its an mat Pamay Matt
meeting Saturday, December 3, it
6 30 pin at the Hazel School
OW e
All Woodmen members and their
',unities are invited to attend.
Jonah lierna I i
Many Will
Participate
In Festival
Ten htxndred and eight9- fire
athool and junior Web
abaci bandsmen regtresenting
ninny schoIla have been reiseted
to parreldiptie to the nineteenth
annual Qued-Rote Band 
Festival.
scheduled for Thseedim, Decegnber
6, at Mimeo State Uravereity
Thei, the second In a series of
three ennui! Quad-State bask
Pesthole is coespo neared by the
Music Department of Igurmy State
and the Pea. Deitrict Kentucky
Mune Assodeeilon. The third in
the aeries is the Quad-State
Striae Orchestra FestIval attedui -
ed for January 30. in Pachosh.
Handernen have been awigned
to either the Senior Band or the
Junior Band, according to their
trade kW* Pm/ems Paul libla
hest will conduit the Senor Band
nd Waggons amen Dirndl
conduct the Junior Be r.d Fol -
lowing a du of ranee/sag , the
aro bends presem a joint-
concert In the Murray State Aud-
ttortourn bag-inning at 7 00 Pin.
Dr Wayne Shealy . Murray State
Untv entry protean of brae' in -
Moments , will preserst a west -
shop on brass instruments at 2:00
Pin for visaing herb school band
direetcrs. Also. the Harriaburg TI,
Grade School Band. directed be
Walton Chunn, prement a de-
monstration OOFICert in the MOD
Reatal HlIl at 4 30 p.m., and the
MSC Rana °hair will appear
hiring ibe erentng concert in the
Urrhenilte auditoreurn The pub lic
is UMW to attend
Lend stooks tq be represented.
their respective band cheater& and
their students selected to mote
cipateeLiK the senior or junior
band are as !bikes :
CSMONVOIT Casty High School--
Robert eingietion Director; Sen-
ior Band . Debbie Calloway .
Murray High School - Phillip
Elhelten notrecor Senior Band:
Kathy Farrell, Linda Ryan, Ernie
Williams: Junior Band Jimmy
Ratner, Mary Welk. Robbie Wino
einem
Urevenlity School -- Leonard D.
Willitimr, Director ; Senior Band:
Elizabeth (Iowans: Junior Bandn
Mary Cleaglitl
Two Are Fined In
Marshall Court
Two persons from Canowat
Country were fined , by Judge Pre
Howard In the Martha& Oounty
Court du ring the week of Novem -
bear 22 to 26, accosting to the
court report published In this
week's lame of the Marshals
Courier.
They were Charles W Du near.
Dexter. . speeding. fined $10, casts
$18, and Bobby L Duncan Mur-
ray, speeding , fumed $10, cone
int aocending to the report.
Delmus Bazzell Dies
On Thursday Morning
Dennis Bareee of Mayfield bro
ther at Mrs Bee, Been of Mur -
ray, died Tie inedlay at 1 30 am
at the Ma yf eat Wept tal He am
77 years of are and W324 a form-
er resident of Farmington He wa
a member of the Fame roam
Church of th riest
Survivons are his wife, !etre
(Continued on Page Three)
Paul etiiiian
Bobby Dodd Will
Be In Production
Bobby Dodd , Route 3, has been
eel anted to appear in the Child-
ren's Tb sane production of the
"Pied Piper of Hamlin at Mur-
ray State U niverato
Dodd is a freshman majoring
In speech -drama.
The "Pled Piper of Hamlin" will
be presented January 12. 13 and
14 in the Murray State Untvernillf
auditions=
Rev. Wilkins Will
Speak Before Club
Rev J W Weicins will be the
speaker for the Wilting Waters
of the Free Wal Burnt Church.
The president of Its abth maks
,eyery one to be present at 3:00
pm. Sundu for Ms program.
This will also be a goal 00-
portuney to gel acquainted with
the new pmetor of the Warman
Chalon Ohunoto Rev . Wins Rev.
A. D. IlloOray is pasta; of the
Mot Horeb Free Will Bathe&
American Carrier Forces Hit
To Within Four Miles Of Hanoi
By BRYCE MILLER
United Press International
SAIGON tet - US. carrier ras-
ed Jets and Air Force figh-
ter-boatel believed based in
twiand struck oil and transpor -
tattoo centers four to five miles
fnen the heart et Itiaiteday in
the matte eet raid • net the
Communist capital since July.
Freak weather conditions which
had protected North VIM Nam
for the past few weeks cleared
maidenly and the Navy F4 Phan -
toms and Mr Forte F106 Thu nd
erchrees neared in thnotigh gather
BULLETIN
SAIGON tPt - American arm-
m ored units smashed a Com-
munist bettal ton near Saigon
today, killing 81 Viet Cong with-
out the key of a single U.S.
soldier.
holes in the cloud cover and drop -
ped thousands of pounds of bombe.
There was no report on damage
the prtncipal targets, an oil
storage area 14% mites north of
the city and the Van Dien ve-
hicle depot near the southern
outskirts. Spnk.esmen put the dims
tance at 4 to 5 rake - almost
as clue as the 3h flea distance
of previous reads June 29.
Belnitary spoicenenen also made
no 'nelson of any aircraft krises
or of antesi reran fire Both Mi-
not and Haiphong are ringed with
arcies of Swett-built mm-face--to-
.a SAM messilee and great bat-
teries of radar - dr acted convent-
ional aced-aircraft gurus.
Flea Sere August
A spokesman saad the attack on
al depots and veleale totem
-West Tennessee Forms Group
To Promote 4-Lane Highway
Odllelleas from seven West and
Male Te n nonce counties voted
Theilday night. bri • form an °r-
esoled.= lo preeliete hopes for
▪ tourathe Meow which mead
11* PlOPOINd itiOnente of In-
testates 56 and 24.
The oiga Mahon , to be called
the Northern Tennessee Highwa y
Prornotion °owlet], would draw
two members f Torn each of the
seven member count-leis who will
elect of nears and Inbby for the
roadway before the Mate Depart-
ment of Highways and the United
States Bureau of Public Roads.
The new reed would run from
north of Dyereburg to near
Clerlowelle
Chunto Yates. mamas. Mate
leglalaecrs and civic lenders from
Dyer, Lake, Obton, Werecley.
Stewart. Henry and Montgomery
(burghs, attended the 700 p.m.
banquet session.
W. J,'Willa' Neese. Ten mestere
state regessentathe - elect , present-
esi the highway meanie' to the
meeting, aseated by hones Fes-
trete ex routine lire president of
Its Greater Parts-Henry Oounty
Chamber of Oaten erre .
tame 42 affralei attended the
meeting En ckeeern ere's: for the
propneral cane from such af f teens
as Stewart ("putty Judge Ire At -
Irina. °runty Judge E W Mr -
Kirin's, Jr of Obton County and
Henry Judge Harold Jackson
Another meet Ira of the group
will be caned in two weeks and
a name formerly selected and of-
ficers elected.
The proposed eon -west hah -
way would crone Upper Northeast
Tennessee startling at I -55 and
running to I-24.
Neese mid such a highway
would give access to such instal-
lations as the Between ate Lakes
eras being developed by TVA, the
alnivereity of Tennessee Martin
Branch. Kenturkv lake. rt Camp-
bell, Reelect Lake and Au.etin -
Pray Mate College
He told the assembled romp ,
"As K entucky has already Warted
construct kin of the Jackman Pur-
chase Partway, we feel that it
I,, dal to the rerthern counties
of Tennessee to have adequate
roads stitch will keep pace with
Ke neucicyls efforta "
"The southern entrance to Land
Between the Lakes will be left In
the backyard unties something Is
done to provide goal highway at-
so they are provictra
in Kennucky ." Neese said.
State Senators itainn Brown
of Pares and Halbert Hare& at
Chem tile attended es did state
Repreeentative Franklin Oceanus
of Thtonvine
Final Rites Calvin
Stubblefield Today
Final rites for Calvin Stubble-
field , age 89, were held this morn -
trer at 11 Woke* at the Max H
Churehill Funeral Home with Rev
Herbert LAX and Rev R J. Bur-
poe officiating
Pallbearers were Jeri* Wen,
Leeetter, Burman Parker. Ray-
mond Harden Ralph McCuiston
Otte Louise, area Douglass Ettote
mak et-.
Mr . Stubble! ield died Tueedai
Burial was In the Murray Ceme-
tery
Funeral Mrs. Floy
Gregory Saturday
The funeral for Mrs Ploy Gre-
gory Erickson as scheduled for
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max H semhe I
Funeral Home with Bro. David
Sal n °Mcrae net Interment Will be
thein  leeks Ceram Fry
Pallbearers wee be Willie Smith
MOMS S Lax W B Outland. W
H. Finney, Howard Kane and
Danny Pittman .
Mrs. Iteckson . age 43, died Wed-
nesday at ettiburn , Fkr. She Is
survived by her huebend , Rob-
eel: Miter, Mrs Dewiterd Oook Cl
Murray Route Ssix , brother Roy
(treasury of Warren. Mkt ; hall-
brother , Chester Turner of Are
Mabon ; several re Free and nep-
hews in this county
In charge of arrantrem ents 14
the Max H Churchill Pti n era
Home where friends may call al.
ter seven pin. today.
was the fort near Hanoi Mace
kat Aug 10. Rthable calthary
sounces called it the biggeet since
July 29 when planes destroyed
huge otl storage complexes seven
miles away.
S war plane& also struck the
Cnmrnu nest North on Thursday
although there were so many
thunderstorms and IOW cetkngs
that attacks were brieted to 41
irtamons, parriatity mama, teal -
f to in the Ha/phone area and stor -
age and communication atm In
Use southern panhandle.
Tod., was a Offerent Mary-
The teepther - made more tur-
bulent then usual this year by
an unused number of cold fr
onts
- cleared and the planes swept 
In
,ii warm, somewhere between 66
and 110 Aloes. The exact num-
ber was kept secret
Many other cietailis of todars
salon were secret How el f ective
tee Doreen s were Or even whet
the exact targets were not 
dite
closed. The Military Menta
nee
Oansnand MAC V and Mr Fo
rce
officals had a "no comment' 
to
q ueries. The Pentagon 
referred
q limes back to Saigon
Ale midi as entre as todio
ns
to the Rena area have 
been a
rarity, although officials reports
of the July 29-30 satacks 
showed
Se' destroyed about half of 
North
Net. N am a available oil 
reserves
When asked why the rang ha
d
Mame so few and tar betwee
n a
nalkida SPOkrtirrian 
seed. "that's
semetning you'll have to Mc Pre -
sedate Lyndon B J oluison or 
the
Jodnt Clue fs of Staf f The 
res -
eons for pcieng targets is 
not
Pinpoint Areas
Later, Informed :axirre• Pen-
Ilielated the Sake areas and 
aid
die PIC and P1011e, 17 filighte
strong a Might it three to 
five
planes. hit the petroleum cen
ter
The F4C a, the worlds 
fastest
tactics/ tighter, can carry m
or e
than 12.000 pounds of bombs 
and
an morrow nt of means 
The
Flan can carry upwards of 8
,000
pounds in the bay and 4,000
pounds stsopped beneath 
the
wings.
Sought Approval
Although an improvement In
weather was describmed as a fact-
or in the Lateran led raids, mi
lit-
ary officials recently were 
report-
• to twee sought prestdennal
aeproval tor a step up In bomb-
ing of the Oath It has aim b
een
reported that some 200,000 at
Heroes 650,000 reeidents have been
evacuated to entichation of U13:
aerial gateau.
The raids last June 29 were the
first launched in the area of
North Viet Narres principal
- Hanoi and the port of
Hatphong They were considered
a manor earatabon of the war.
Repeated on suoceneve days, It
was mud they succeeded In -
st roving a substantial part o f
Communist fuel handling and
storage facilites.
Bee strategic bombers continued
rude ape net Oetrenunist canc en -
trations in the 9outh . Spokesmen
saki the Guam- bawd planes truck
;today at an enemy base camp and
supper &hip 340 miles northeast
of Saigon.
In the ground war today. US.
101st Airborne Dnesion paratroop-
ers kilted nine North Vietnamese
troops tvho were snared In a trap
in Operation Cleonimo 230 miles
north of Saigon.
U.S.So  Losses
Spoiceemen saki there were no
American kisses In the sunbuste
part of a continuing off ense to
protect the harvest of the Viet-
namese rine crop The enemy loss
raised the toll to 121 Communises
killed in the month-long Iowa nds
operation .
Murney , and Larry G. Wade, en
ARE SPEAKERS
Mrs. BMW Downing • Area Ad -
visor, and Gaylord For-reel. As-es
.admineettelbor for Mental Health
and Metal Renniatinn. will be
Wed liteakers at the meeting of
the Meehan Cou rity Aiwociation
Lea- Receptionist Children to be
held Fridge December 9. at 7 30
pm. at the Church of Christ
building in Benton.
Cases Are Heard IV
Before County Judge Growth Of University Great,
Hall McCuiston But Work Must Go On, Wrather
The fokkowl rg cases were tried
In the oourt of County Judge Hall
McOraten thus week. According
to the (Neat records the fonowing
accwTed John Lee. Walter, Corydon, In-
diana. speeding, cited by State
Police. Fined $10.00 and costs of
$18.00.
Uncle Fay Shone Murray
Route One, speeding, cited by the
Sheriff Fined $1000 and closes
suspended.
Junior Tucker, puler drunk, the
Sheriff Fined $1000 and OCa.ta
suepencied.
(Sari Wayne Ellis. Dexter Route
One. speeding, State Police. Pined
$10.00 and coats of $18.00.
Jemee Manteng , Breech of
Peace. the Sheriff. Fined $1000
and costa of $2500.
Mike Jones, cold checking, the
Sheriff Fined $1 00 and costs
suspended and restautton made
$2500of 
Cleo Reath Stewart. Jr Hazel
Route Two, speeding, State Po-
lice. Fined $10.00 acel coats of
$2800.
Melvin Rces Other, Murray
Route One, hunting without a
neer,* Department of Pith and
Wildlife Fined $1500 and wets
1415Pend"iWtillam Charles Wootton. MSC
student. speeding, State Pane.
Pined $1000 sad oats of $1800.
Pete Rutledge, Marshaled.
Ke Mucky , obasioning money under
false Is-Menses, cited by the
Sheriff Placed under bond of
$600 to spear before the Grand
Jury.
James Sena. Lynn Grove, public
drunk, the Sheriff. Fined $1000
and ocas 01 518.00.
Richard Wayne Oliver, Lynn
Grove Route One, hunting with-
out a license. Departmert of Fah
acid Pined $15.00 and
oats --
Freed Thicker. Jr, leaving the
scene at an occident without stop-
ping, the Sheriff. Ptaced ureter
bond of $350 ao appear before the
February GrIBLICI Jury.
Jerry Dale Senate 205 North
Sixth Street., speeding, State Po-
lice Flied 610.00 and colts of
$18.00.
Phyllis Ann Adams, Parming-
ton Route Two. speeding , State
Poem Fined $1000 and costs of
$18.00
Robert Mark Groiernan. Philo -
depth, Permadvanut. impreper
pang, Haste Pare Pend $10.00
and nista of $1800
Pei, Lott Rana Murray Route
Two. DWI, the Sherd I. Fined
8100 and oats of $1300.
Robert R. Elkins
Attends Paint Seminar
Attending a mead "new de-
velopments', semi nor conducted by
the Sherwin- Williams 0o. in
Cleveland. Oran Is Robert R Elk -
the , 809 Nabs 1 elth Street
The eerninar, connoted by Sher-
win-Withrow executives and re-
heard% personnel includes a Hitt
to the paint cornea ny Cleveland
factory arid laboreacrina. detrain-
Mira of new pant products
and smions covering latest trends
In odor.
Mane it rammer of the Sher-
win -Witham trench at 107 North
Fifth Street
WEATHER REPORT
By Un /led Press International
Wet Kentucky - Mostly cloudy
and cold temrsugh Saturday. Or -
camionaltv very Veit sleet mixed
w ith cocamional light freezing rain.
Likely ending Saturday. Highs this
afternoon 28 - 34 Low toned*
20a. Nigh Saturday mid 30s. Pre-
babiety of measurable precipita-
tion 10 per cent this afternoon
becoming about. 20 per neat to-
night and Saturday Sundae out,-
look - Considerable cloudiness
and not . so cold.
K errancy Lake' 7 am.3542. no
eta rue, below darn 3005. up 04.
Barkley Lake- 3544, up 0 1: be-
low ram nel 7, down 1 3.
Sunrise 6.52. sunset 4:40
Moon race 8:59 p.m.
•
Marvin 0. Weather
Annual Cookbook ai
Sale Now Underway
The Catioway County High
chimer of the Intome Horriernak-
.a America a having its an-
nual cooldrook she.
These cookbooks are favorite re-
cipes of home ennomicis trach-
eas over the United States.
There ire the dift rent cook-
books Meats. V fecal:Ms, Demerits,
Claageroles with Break, and Sa-
lads. Rath book sells for three
doings. Remember these make
excellent Cheatham Pita e
If you Skilaid VkA SO itel one
contact same FHA. meteor or
can the home economics depart-
ment at the school. The number
• 753-MIS
Henry Prisoners
Fined On Fraud
Two Henry County jai inmates
were fined arid serge need Thaws-
clay after pinochle guilty to musk-
tog fraucluient long dance tele-
phone calls from the county court-
home
°enema Sons Judge Hob
Dwayne fined Austen Wll 18.
arid Caned Ratreson, 11t both of
Memphis, $60 each end imposed
maximum jai sentences of 11
trionths 29 clue for the series of
calls to Memphis over a period of
several months.
Authorities sad the biro men
lead been working as janitors on
the jag crew in the county court-
house
They were to have appeared
Thundery for a heartng on pro-
bation of their 11 month, za clay
sentences for burglary.
Cub Scouts Make
A Goodwill Trip
On Saute hem Den One of
Pact 145 node a Goodwill trip to
the Oonvarecent Divaion of the
Murtay-elallmitay Clounty Hospital
and presented a sack of candy to
each of the eider* patients.
Scouts were Tarty nage Sam-
my Kelley, Randy Dims. Paul
latertecon. Ong Bogard, Steve
MRler Withe Oakley. and Den
Cele Bob Haar
Mrs. Slam Knee expressed im-
precation to Owens Food Market,
Adams IGA , Parker's Pon Market.
Flumehroas y, Johnaone
Circeery , and IA:KM Market for
furnishing the candy for the tour
by the BMW^
24:7% SHOPPING
DAYS LEFT
CHRISTMAS SEALS fight TB and
other RESPIRATORY DISEASES
Mat-van 0. Weather, Director of
Puler Reationa a Murray Stat.
U ray essay vas the speaker yes-
terday at the regular meeting of
the Murray Rotary Carta
Mr. Weather spoke on Murray
State , some of he pan., present
and vent the future holds. He
was born and raised here in Cal-
loway 0ou.nty and was in the
tint greduating 0111136 at Murray
State. The ases number ad twelve.
He hoe wotted there for name
years and was honored recent!,
when the Unlvenetor Aden:intern-
am building wee named In
honor.
Mr Weather pointeld out that
the school started in 1923 as tila
Murray State Normal SC.h001 and
held classes in the old Murray
Hash School budding In 1936 it
opened as Murray Mate Nomad
School end n'eschers Oonege and
In 1930 the words Normal Scheel
were detested front the title. The
word Teachers was dropped In
1948 and this year the institution
became Murray Sate Univers/Ire.
The school adnerestrator told
the Rotarians that the tempo at
the University as. the arreenteg
feature the campus. In len
there were only 87 students and
this • number grew to 1427 by
1947 Lt tumped to 2300 by MI
aryl to RICO in 1962 The univer-
sity torlay is. 6500 students, he
contained, almost doubling In the
last four years.
The university oonetruoted 821
major buntings in the fast 34
years of Its exigence, but In the
last ten years 18 have been built.,
he aid.
Ten years ago the unive rat,
could home 466 students ( 1 es*
than the present ca racily of Hart
Hale and Melee , just ten years
later, the funvereity he. Neale
space for 3174 students. Married
tuning ungs will ogre tor 172
niore.
Mr Weather pointed out IOW
the approximately fele acres mph
of Cheareot Street cot $3 Ala
Z purchased many years ago
by Dr. O&IT arid he sold ft to the
universityIn recent years for the
earne peke he mid for it..
In the lee ten years oxintruct -
ion on the campus has toeMed
825 % minion donors.
Buntlines end eq utprnent are
important Dr. Weedier mkt the
Rotary Cat but "the heart of
the univereity is • cilitinguithed
faculty-.
The unitereity had ex imatsixmt,-
cm Is 1923 its f the year and by
1960 the number had grown to
1911. In the ant roue years the
number of instructors taw grown
to 224.
There are more pent emors on
the nampue Oxley with It. D.
degree e than the entire number
of instructors the unevenly had
in 1946. he conalnued.
The university today has twen-
ty-Ix department of irutrurtion
wets eight underaraduate degree
amitable ant six graduate degrees.
Ten new mestere degree program
have been instituted el nce the
college became a university. he
add
'Three great dates stand out for
the unteereity, Mr Weather told
the Rolarldie 1923 it the year
the unsheathe began, 1936 Is the
ytar it became a degree granting
institution and 1966 Ls the year
that It became a university.
The next ten yen re are enpnrt-
ant, he Mild the club Th. Uni-
versity is on the read to gThatrarall
and the future looks bright The
wart in riot finlithed he oorattreed
and it nest be continued,
Mr. Weather was I neatened by
Robert Perry van was In oharge
01 the Pin:grant Bob Watkins of
the anthem BM Telephone
Oomparty was a guest of Tan
flewantarret Jim Adana a-as a
viseing Rotarian lean Parts.
The.
Jessie M. Hillman
Dies On Thursday
Jessie M. Hallman of Mtanty
Route Pee autruentied Thureday
at 8 la pm. at the Mterrey - Oaen-
way (buIrilF Hanital He was 82
I Continued On Page Three)
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THE LEDGER Et TIMES
PWRIAISIMICD by LEDGER & TIMEX PUBLISHING COPCPANT. La.Omnibestir= at the Murray Ledger, 'llft Callowaa Times, and The13saheamid, Cleicibar bi, 1928, and the Wan Kentuciame, January10•L
JAM aC. mulausi, mamma
We simmve s nabs to roma any Atha/haft WNW* Se BOWLsr Pali& Vets* nuns wench, al our cipanka, are act tat he beet In-temet at our readers.
NATIONAL REF'RESKYTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 160DMadison Ave., Memptia, Tenn.; Time & Lets Bldg, feew Tait. N.Y.;Sespbehest Bldg., Demote hide.
Entered Si IMO PON( 01 12C*, MUMMY. Kentucky, for transmission as
amend Cisme Iliattsg.
11112311101111Wr1oet SWIMS; Sy garner Is blaneg, p sIasi pa math
OLIO Is Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 6414, elambers. MAG.
'The Oublubdiiip ,IS S Genasseselly is go
lalearily et im Sairtgapee
FRIDAY - DECEMBFIR 2, MS
COMMUNISM HAS FAILED
TWO ARTICLES in the current edition of United States
•
News and World Report will prove reassuring to those who
take time to read them. One IS entitled "Communism is the
World's Greatest Failure" and the other -Where Karl Marx
Went Wrong".
The father of communism, or socialism as it was called in
the middle of the nineteenth century, was a German refugee
to England at a time when children were working twelve
hours a day in cotton Mills and the "Industrial revolution"
had changed tile way of life for millions of Europeans.
The munigrant issued his manifesto in 1643 which has
since been embraced by more people throughout the world
than any economic or political theory. But he went wrong
in believing, regardless of ht.* sincere he may have been,
that human beings would produce for the state at a rate
that would keep the wheels of uninstry, finance and agricul-
ture operating adequately .
The Other article traces the experience every communistic
nation has had, beginning with the BoLshevik Revolution in
Russia and listing all countries, including those in Latin
Amalie*, Which have tried it.
Hot only has communism failed to raise the standard of
living. It has actually lowered at by diverting a major part
of lainductive labor and materials to prepare for wars of ag-
grea.ssice
The greatest evidence that comInUnisin has failed is the
graduar relaxing of regulations that permit pr.vate enter-
prise and invite trade with the Western powers.
In agriculture, too, cominuniam Is a dismal failure, even
in atrinet Russia, where rewards are offered for exceeding pro-
dun quotas on state communes. Such rewards consist of
giving a few acres for family use or ft" profit. About 3 per
cent of the land in cultivatson, is now in private hands and
true small use of land le providing 60 per cent of the egg pro-
duotion and 53 per cent at all dairy products, aside from agreat deal CA the garden prOduee for home use and foe sale.
We believe studies now going on by inner private enter-prise institutions in the United States and Western Europewill strengthen these it-ports that communism everywherehas paseV its peak and is now on the Way out. A generationhence we may see that It has caused More of She uncertaintyand confusion in this country than we now realise. We maythen have a greater love for Our own country and appreciatethe laclinces so many of our people have made In the pastto fdrin the sort of government that insures our freedom andis steadily improving the living standards of minima.
Quotes From The News
By UNITIED PlIkan INTERNATIONAL
h108cOVit - Soviet scientist Igor Zabelin urging his gov-ernment to explore the human element involved in extensivespace travel and colonisation of distant Planets.
"Love has a Cosonle factor. It is very important and wemutt pay far more attention to this problem than we do now."
CHICAGO Prosecntor William Martin. agreeing to adefense request for a change of venue for the trial of RichardSpeck, accused of the slaughter of eight nursing studentslast summer
"We believe the defendant can receive a fair and impartialtrial in Cook County. but we cannot be a.ssured that appellatecourts some months or years hence will support our view."
WASHINGTON - filen Richard B. Russell. Senate, ArmedServings Committee, demanding that the Pentagon go aheadat Moe with the intilti-f1111lion dollar anti-missile defense sys-teal Centered on the Nike-X'
•1 think It's time to make a determinates, that we're 'p-ant ao defend our people."
A Bible Thought For Today
delight le de thy will. 0 my God: yea, thy law is within
my heart -Psalm 41:8.
.0 more people today had this depth of insight there wouldh. f2T fewer who are frustrated, disillusioned and despondent, 
TenYears Ago Today
Lanni,* a Milts nu,
Mrs Nancy Bell Thonlanson of Murray Route Two passedaway yesterday at the age Of 76 at the Murray Hospital
Acreages and poundage for tobacco is eltplained today In
an article by Holnies Ellis. He said Most of the emphaels tints
far has concerned burley tobacco in as Much as there have
been sharp increases in yields since World War f/
Mr and Mrs. Again Etirie Garland are the parents of a
daughter, Rhonda Jane, weighing seven pounds 61 ounce',
born Neerentber 21 at the Murray Hospital.
Mr and Mrs Carter Brandon retired about two weeks
ago after over 70 years of Milking cotes. They are pictured
with their daughter, Carrie, at their home which Is located
between the old Fallon Schrini site and Kentucky Lake They
both Will anon be 80 years of age
("IA PTEF! 14 1 But the effort sent the
rHE Ok1Sh man at ponce flying. 'Lug it
neadquartera Dillard. told Are you wilting me?" Bran-
Detective John Brandeis that deis
the Snyder ter nad been located *It was light! Maybe
tio Sur ago in a bet near use clowidn1 Sear to It-
nverfmnt. and netectIve Platt -Okay. Now what about the
nad already rose to nave a man 7-
sit And there's a man wait- This proved more slings than
trig to sae you says be ringlet the one. lie had beim walking
have sornething for you on the slidewant from the
Swallow cane- He's to us ? Sort ist. No the
nosiadrooni" Man 1 seem tn • hurry
Tuesday WM at least off to It was probably some teriant
some kind 01 dart. Brandeis of the building who nad teen
thought. Me aruggied out of Mere foe a perfectly tegiumete
tie mem topcoat and went reaion. Still. It woe waft' limdk-
into the emindoulle. The name Sag lido, If the mail said be
was sitting In the streigtt cams Emma Os Inight Save sem
Si the Ode al the don, obt seenatking memeir that mond
notmety W at ssms. and to be helpful
popped to attention the me- Brothels stood up. 'Let's run
nment the detective entered. trier there and have a look at
You Detective Brandeis"- "meta to the parking iot now,
-That right bung the Mr Bean Maybe you'll mon-
-.mat on the met -You granted nay the eat you saw -
to see me" The trOck driver milted
Si, Illy rdinies Jain tuotant -I-ydu understand
Bean I drive e Uwe tot the cbdrt t realty me • mew enough
my saisitatlon department Sea tools at the car to swim in
'tars eingthart, ray wits calls court. se strong like BIAL-
A Bertagestiman. I Sall dr He "Sure Let's nave • look Just
tangoed the same
"Have • seat. Mr Sean' Tbe mg mleatng link at the
tloanciew went around the lesk
and towered hIP MAKI VINT into
the crew:, wove" cnair Nov.
tro0ri *nail W S you went to
▪ • i strangely tImeneinected quality
"I got to thinking might b# fount Liar eiliss. Ka d the PIPIlfrilll
rt.:ing •Li. still I pieces WM rad oorrw to tight
pr, woo, color", r,,rn a rr,a 1USd lieen gathered at ran,o.m
arette Ia try tr put non moo, and droppeo- to their Lap'.
at saps N. tamit sss,psss . iiiiiirftcwe. each little tnrean,
tie e ant mieses sera inane, Sow unimportant or
1.14 oft„ dr., us, b. ; IettUOlt• n mint seem. had 10
e ira vs .isr 113t Surioos morn to te"ced Out
Ha puttee IOW unmarked pa. the, IVY 40111 lvpp• I
Iibt Cat Into the tea rk tna lot1., iv resit ig gill On .60010 0
tie and talc • swam 1110/1011 rise.t-, sole along I. tweet
street and Sown Peary emit
el% erg.1 ..fl, ,t rind* arty
ddy elements A tilellow tUreine °f  t"'
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The Almanac
by PINS Press International
Today Is Plight De, IL the
136th day of 1906 with 29 to lot-
I'll. moon is between As full
phase and to. quarter
The morning stars are. Mare
and Jupiter
The evening Math flatam.
American statesman Fratsk Kel-
ig will born on this aay an 1866
Oa this an- in Watery:
In 1942. the atotmc se began
when wientans working under a
football stmatuen at the Garver-
▪ 01 Chicago demonateatad a
seil-suillmning mann regalia
In NM. Preadenneieet Dwight
D insertemer arnved In NOM to
fuel: a campann procaine to 'Ilk
the country in hopes of elan/
the war
In 1904 24 million persons
greeted Pope Paul VI as he visited
the United Sodas
In lten, the United Mates Un-
employment rate dropped to 43
per cent of the or Scare Iowan
point In eight years.
A thought for the airy - Ad-
miral Chester Ninlata said'
ship is anneys refemed to as •
die beesse a costs so mutn
to keep one tn paint stid ponder "
NOW Yoe' 10401,
by tadied Pram laternatimal
The pendulum on Big Ben
London's landmark clock. is 13
feet bang and weighs 700 potted&
Building
Permits For
November
City [scuttling Inspector I. H. Key
today released the pennies for con-
struction in the eita of Murray for
the month el lairreenber Toad a-
mount at the Suilikor pentlike a-
mounted to $8500
The applicants and the oonstruc-
tiontemplated were Noted ami
Maws:
Jerry Lee Hopkins, comtruet den,
bale birdmen and utility room to
readence building, KO Elt
Henry B iNtrner. cork Mahe
Mader, 904 Story Ave
Direct Oil Corp construct service
station. North 7th and Main at.
Hilts Hale. oonstrunt one apart-
ment blaring Parks Street
Wm. Connie ?A (-Mott. onnitnict
coal house. 119 epruce St
Charles Sanders comicial one
fatten 8/m-Wo Oourt.
Pinner and McKetthey construct
one family awaking. Sha-Ws faun.
Rudy Tyree, construct carport to
freeness building. 112 North filith
ea
Pewee Melogin & Honors in-
elose driveway to service stagen,
208 Main Street
Torn Karrounts, part hots tann-
er for one year. North 12th St
E. W. Flinn, construct one family
dwelling, Dudley Drtve
Income Tax
Questions & Answers
Ttes cotumn of questions and
warmers of federal tax matters is
provided by die korai Maim of the
U. 9 Internal Revenue Service and
Is publahed as a public samba to
taxpayers The caw= answers
questions most frequently oohed by
taxpayer& •
Q - My tine hoe been off the
mat few months what will Mt me
below what I thought it wattle be
when I Died embeased tax re-
turn. Do I still have to matte quar-
terly' payments based on my origi-
nal esti/rate/
A - No. Ytai may Me an amended
agnonted tax return when the next
quarterly payment is due on Jan-
uary 14, 19e7.
Note that you do not have to
make the quarterly piyment clue
January 16 if you rile your tax re-
turn for 1066 by January 31, 1907,
and pay the balance due then.
Q - I paid the highway use tax
on my truck before I sold R. Owl
I gee s refund?
A - No flee tax n levied on the
veleta
Man tawayers who aril troche
on saua the tax has been mid
Include that amount when deter-
miming the sales price. 'Me pur-
chaser would not owe tax for that
lox period already paki.
Q - ern strive and tryag to wort
my way through coRege If my in-
none meet over Moo sae my parents
lose ths rsouovion they claim for
me?
A - No. they will ivot as long as
you otheywns qusidy so depind-
ent. One of die other requitement&
is that they furobh over half your
supper" kw the year
Q - I just retired and will be
roovmg out of the state before the
owl of the year Can I file my re-
turn atm?
A - No Returns csrinot be tiled
$275,000 was up tor grabs --fatally in'.
TIlE SMAJSCPAT
detail car had tart turned In f ror
Peary Street a Mx-year-old oil
Whit,' AI Was • rot Hine
that one.- Bean said "A whole
lot ints it"
apses were nunit.rred whirr,
probably meant tney wer aro
is but ant/ dettanfe daftly Newt rznany spares to each
Ph. lot was no more
.40 Pear• seats with 0 Pine.. Ulan ha""" The to" men gof
t, a i 
its,na, an and mean to look over the0! at 11W
anectinnset .a if. ills Bus hat
I arnal rink a tarn around
t" 41.4 WM'
,
 four-year-oio pate green Cues,-
1e7111 -4'1" CM, rotes arse said he didn't thine
0,5 "Cl. 0 reltu'll0 , °4" re oissi was It Ouuldn oe • nun-sinews • at es studs ono it • „re, 
percent
 aura aa. „nand"
(it. ."* In dr" tilw tells I Ream! 'is 'hike I end demi.nee. asiess• !hive rue was Id be getting In111..tte wee oitilione Ili the
oil a murr1.1.-
ft
nM te•rrnre of onspernelthilty.
CS .• '1% Ir .1 Out Welk ' intents.), it was a Intl* more
mg iron% Iii put tie MI elimp I 505*d.110 titan II IMM11. seem
M11 1f1 the I raft 41100, VI LOUP e# ft Was name on the
...se it it *AP ins ,ity eau shoukten% rn•y w•nt
rememeei met usrougn vie orit with no further
'tar' ,rir 5151 me • ototrito nalsitatpor on Bean, part
nor ' [hamlet* said "Was it -(10n t seem like It r any f
new intt Oki' teem Detect IVe Brandeis. he
.14M/11111 01014.1 • 'POW bald ones pointy arsemsed re
mlybe even Owe Year. no Ann bet
ft SIP Nat orsh..art 'Well NW net the chalice it 'There was Sc mistaking
"Am boob t I he hathe Map one" gt tn. ;tenant. is ar the thIng thef en.v It as. •
• OWN e- employee. Ili criers Auto Reg loan • MIA, Pi isetween
Wren emotive' L171,1 oara Le istretson It II Men, Up ant in ,S th. may, pilings •
eta ,trire wrist no neo wen ane thing 'Mel ow hI nave • loud V aril Of twe noel, trot', the
vowing from neer at, to make the truck Omer, woe leaticttle oar eh* tog ati the wharf
• menial pbutottras ot every :Auk user° the gate and the .t..r. r•-..cow. • clIntall
,1117.5 that CrOveen v Flrandeus followed Ills tfit* A ' ' hen ementena
I co Crin. Out, rtir ta- • 1;m01P-1-
15001,1b4,001 by Nina INVItotP11 81111,10 0t•
• 'IP
• • •
nETICCTIN.E Oscar Platt
ilsteneo to the owner of •
hamburger stand on River
Street_ 'It's been there sines
Sunday. morning, I'm pretty
awe et that I opened my point
up at six o'clock. like I always
do. It was still data but there •
a street light rtigtet over there.
I Men It then'
rbe using ha eishnee to nave
seed was • Bide sedan wrath
Mood across he street On a
narrow cinder .cit between •
warehouse and • row of email
latudneasen As alleyway 1100 be-
tween the building at Ws rear
of the kit giving • reatintelso
view of the river File ear ow
already been Identified as Rd
Snyder's.
-naerreis," be went on. wile
Mg Ws bands stnently on ills
apron. -somebody ootild of men
Luang It while I sie closed But
l'rn open trots about as In Use
morning tin tan or eleven at
mght so I figure someway punt
moment. Brandeis thought are parked It there and tell it. What
be drove toward Peary Hiroo as it, stolen or gometiling ' Hell
WM, lack Kean was a good at • lot of ear stealing going
tecold motive There was • on, ain t there"
-Has the car semi More oe-
tore e"
The man shrugged 'Who
notices? rhere a usually a
[PUMP at PM lame sit PPM o0T111
and won. People eating Si
tier, or drtrittlna at that wrens
flown on 'tie corner
-Has anybody neon flanging
a.teuria, that car that you ve
noticed? Maybe trying to get
In It?'
"NO at?, I naven't Peel tint:ends
Id all.' He chuckled. 'Say now
.wouldril that be funny, won*
guy stealing a stolen car"
Malt thanked inn. ann cruses
the street where two men Inns
Identification wen still dusting
the cat for ennui
-Doe= t seem to nave bran
moved at ware for the last
couple of days. Oscar' One ot
them said snowing so
and on since early Sat ttrelay
evening, if I retnernbet et-wren.
ly lie cornier, are prEly dry
underneath the car Nothing out
oi the erchneey un Use :as as
tat no we CIIP see Looks inn
the guy pin panne it tiers.
locked It and walked away'
Platt pushed me oat teak
weer, did ne walk to!'
"That rry trier -t' fie MIS
with • smile, le yaws par Of
the
•
FRIDAY - DECEMBER 2, -1966
until titie dose of the taxable year.
When you do file, use the address
you have Si that tine and file with
the diatzlis Sure you live then
• - I ant took a pert-time job
to give me sortie extra spending
money erne Chriettna.s Is Mire ally
way a can get my past-time etn.
Pierer is rellitholdnig It Sushi
Secuntr My regular employer ag-
reed, withholds tie tliti amount
for Social Security.
A - No /bah wimiloyer Is 1W-
• In witnhoid Sono& Security
taxes on the first $6,600 of income
pate Mach employee during MS
If, is you say, more than $277.20
is withheld from your wages for
amen Security an 1966, booms
you worked for two or more em-
ployers. than the excess should be
taken Si a tax creek on yaw 1806
income tax return.
Q - I'm selling some farm pro-
perty uheit I own. Is there any wily
I can avoid bairn taxed on nie
total profit in 1966?
A - Yes, you may be able to re-
port your profits on the towleill-
meta buds. Then you would be
taxed cm that part of the mufti
you receivad in WM
The inetellment maned clan any
be used Wien you recetve manumits
of not more than 30 percent of the
aelling price in the year ot ask. U
beiti receive more than 30 peewit,
Me entire profit must be declared
tor the year of sake
Q - We lost a wee to a wind-
storm Can we deduct what we had
to pay to have the tree carted off,
A - A a general mile. came up
coats are nat deductible You may
be able to Claim a dedwalon for
the loos of the tree If there was a
decrease in the over-ail raius of
your property as a r.-alt The first
aloe at such a ions yeti not be de-
• anti the amount you cies
as a N. should be reduced by any
I'llE
11\ \MAI" gip
LAWYER
HIDDEN FARM
Innis* the dive ce a nuns
under the handle ot a bnefease,
begand die knob on a asehboard.
gelatin Me enemy of a tooth -
ba these places. electronic -bnes"
have been hidden for the purpose
01 say encirnpptir
The /tartans sephisheation of
toil 11 (PPVICPS has lent nee cunn-
:na U bob.) Ube spy and the coon-
to both fibe law etilmar
and the am enamel%
It has mho nusai orw of the
unchain lean issues cut the day:
Ihntakt the often:mason obtained itt
this manner be slid evade:ice in
Ow csurtroorn"
Hose the cireurnsiances vary so
widely, there ash be no simple
answer flosemer. tannin bane
princapou are already pretty wen
established
Thus eavealroppirig evulence Ia
not awspiabie if k was gotten by
unlawfulfy breaking into • per-
son's home
In one owe, ponce broke into
the home of • sunward bookie
and phinted an electronic but un-
der a cheat of disuse. Sure ern
coda the rreoldials inMosted that
the man was mane
Bu1 a court releriad this evi-dence. because the police had ig-
nored the constitutiona ban on
unreasonsble eserdt
' It Is preferable that some corn-
SON go free." mid the court
"than that the rgght of privacy of
ail the people be set ist naught "
On the other baud, the mere
tan this: the eavesdropping em
done perretity does not moil it as
evidence For eitnanPile:
A reels-ea agent talking with •
Mepected tax dodger, had a wire
recorder hidden in his Packet.
Daring the conversation the man
offend a bribe. May recorded on
the wire
But in this sae there had been
no breaking Into private qUartcra
Furthermore, the suspect, by mere-
ly talking to the revenue agent,
had knowireta taken the risk that
the agent might tattle on hen,
wading tine evidence admissible,
the cost printed out that the
agent hempen nand testify to the
conversation - and die record-
ing denim limply did the Job bet-
In abort. the law seeking in
strike a Far batance between the
desire for personal privacy and In.'
need for fertaaw crime Rewaroh
and study in um area are Intense
And. as leant arsounersts go, the
debate is paamionate
Rut so it should be In a free
land, this is book business.
millonbureement received.
Dame on oasualty 101110115 are ell-
Ambled in our pubitanitaon on cas-
ualty and theft loam. Send a post
Card to your District Director ask-
ing for a free navy It's Document
No. 3174, "Ddsoutoie, Chsuribles, and
Thefee*
BOWLING
STANDINGS
THUReDAY
BOWLING
Team Standings:
Snares
Nightowis  
Strikes 
Hayseeds 
Lanes 
wocidetioggews  
100 Tema II Games
Onghtowls
DOUPLES
LEA G UE
W.
  2s
Strikea
Eileen
36
25
17%
14
134
Nib Team Ommil
sightowll 
Spares
stakes
12
18
12
38
X%
2378
3348
3319
Tee $ lie.
T C HatigrOre 
Deknar armetr 
Noble Inhibit 
Lyman Dlson 
Pare Ragnisie  
Tap Women
Jane Knight 
SUllene Brewer
Eva Jones 
Betty Dixon  
Jon Rowiend
Ante BOWLING
LIGAti l'E
Week of Nev. M,
Team standings: W.
Green Hornets - 14
13
Ten Pins --- - 12%
Sea Horses - 10
Pialidas  10
Dag Trippers --- 8%
Rantucklans 
Elloppyss or ankirsetions 8
MO TamI Gasses
Oreen Mormon 
Peeples
DI1
Nigh Team Caine
Green Reenter'
Ten Pins ---
Peoples 
864
647
134
178
177
177
111
In
7
8
11
11
13,4
13
13
1380
1337
1330
456
MO hid. Gums
Lynn Stream  101
Parte th (IA\  IN
Hal Qin 111
imisill11818818311118 313118pli
LOOK'S AWELERS
[area?
WATCH
&PALMINGLieseasoge,
Oestrosised ilsrviss
Mow 763-1006
609 In Street
Murray. Keutucke
iiiireesiseemelessies Meilen
To help relieve It
and
reduce the risk of
lung congestion
try
Pyrroxate•
Meant, sold weleuffl
conta fling • 110•Cdt•
bronchodl tit°, yaw
ten buy Snail
prescription.
bale-
Stubblefield
Clearance
Sale
All New wed Used
Must go by December 31st!
No 'Reasonable Of fur
Refused
HOOVER WASHER
with every
New Purchase
HOOVER HAND
APPLIANCE
with every
Used Put-Hume
GREEN ACRES
Mobile Homes
Hwy. 51 - By-Pass
Union City, Tenn.
885-5R74
MURRAY LOAN CO
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
111111 W. Waft Skeet Mese 753-2121
walls Ilest Is Saralee . . . Sestet Gaaaitse^
emu
641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
Acmes nein JalTy'S hdlitakiratil Phone 763-9131
0. 1/1 -BOTTUM" 111171111014 . - Max meculsTOW
• WV 01%? Tilleintlear liF_ST STAMPS •
WALLIS DRUG
Phone 153-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A tiPF.CIAI/rf
We Have It - We Will Oct It- Or It Can't Be Had
••••••,•.•11•4' 
YST-rarTSTITINTrWIERT5r-
TRADE WITH. .
PARKER MOTORS
753-5273 Murray. Ky,
LARGE YOLI;Mg - LOW Mom
*Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAT YOU TO SEE US ON A NEW OR USED CAR
"You Meet the Nicest People on a Honda"
- at -
Thomas Honda Sales
WORLD'S BIGGEST SELLER
ALL MODELS 50 CC TO 305 CC
Only le% Down . . . Low Monthly Rates!
601 S. 4th St 751-1822 Murray, Ky.
Open Friday Nights Until 9 p.m.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Hazel Cafe mamaUM,MEN1
ma
MOM
MEM
* AIR CONDITIONED *
Now Serving Fresh Catfish
HAVE SUNDAY DINNER WITH IS
We Cater to Private Parties in Private Dining Room
CALI. FOR RERERVATIONS 492-97 8 5
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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JAMIE C. WILLIAMS, PUBLEWIER
We lina-ve Ilia nag to agent any Adrm, Lotteri le Me 1118140.sr Public Vile Items which, in our camas. ar• set fet the beet in-terest raf our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVIS: WALLACE WITMU CO.. IMOMadam Aye., Memetaia, Torun; Tim. & Lies Meg., Now York, WY.;Stenhamon BlDetroit, Mich.
!Catered at the Pan (Shoe, Murray. Eantucky, for transaussioo
Beirond Close Miner.
01011111101IMPTION Ire Gana, Memse., ph weak the par
• Oalloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4.50, eisswhern
`TM Galeamdise efts Amid a sGoomumity Is 110
Integrity a US Sehflohkere"
FRIDAY - DECEMBER 2, 16(111
COMM1 NISM HAS FAILED
TWO ARTICLES in the current edition of United States
•
News and World Report will prove reassuring to those who
take time to read them. One is entitled "Communism is the
World's Greatest Failure" and the Other -Where Karl Marx
Went Wrong".
The father of communism, or socialism as it was called in
the middle of the nineteenth century, was a German refugee
to England at a time when children were working twelve
hours a day in cotton Mills and the "industrial revolution"
had changed the Way of life for millions of Europeans.
The immigrant issued his manifesto in 1848 which has
since been embraced by more people throughout the world
than any econamic or political theory. But he went wrong
in believing, regardless of hi-st sincere he _may have been,
that human being, would produce for the state at a rate
that would keep the wheels of industry, finance and agricul-
ture Operating adequately .
The other article traces the experience every communistic
nation has had, beginning with the Bolshevik Revolution in
RUnliiii and Listens all countries, including those in Latin
America, which have tried It.
Not only has communism failed to raise the standard of
intuit. It has Actually .low'ered it by diverting a major part
of peoducuve labor and materials to prepare for wars of ag-
greeseen.
The greatest evidence that communism has failed is the
gradua, relaxant of regulation* that permit private enter-
prise and invite trade with the Western powers.
In agnculture, too, communism is a dismal failure, even
in Setflet Russia, where rewards are offered for exceeding pro-
duellkon quotas On state cOMMunes. Such rewards consist of
giving a few acres for family use or for profit About 3 per
eerie of the land in cultivation: is now in private hands and
this Mean use of Land is providing GO per cent of the egg pro-
duotion and 53 per cent of all dairy products, aside from a.
great deal Of the garden produee for home use and for sale.
We believe studies now going an by other private enter-
pnee institutions in the United States and Western Europe.
will strengthen these is-putts that conununisin everywherehas passed its peak and is now on the way out. A geheraUce
hence we may- see that it has caused more of the uncertainty
and confusion in teas country than we now re.no.e. We may
then have a greater love for Otir own country and appreciate
the Sacrifices so Many of our people have made in the pastto tegm the sort of government that insures Our freedom andis steadily improving the living standards of millions.
Quotes From The News
av Lama rause ESTeltSATI0NAL
nMOSCOW - Soviet scientist Igor Zabelin urging his gareminent to explore the human element involved in extenrevespace Wanel and colonisation Of distant planets
-Love has a rustnIr factor. It is very important and wemust pay far more attention to this problem than we dor:sow:-
CHICAGO Prosecutor William Maxt.M, agreeing to adefense request for a change of venue for the trial of RichardSpeck, accused of the slaughter of eight nursing studentslast summer
"We believe the defendant Can receive a fair and impartialtrial in Cook County, but we cannot be assured that appellatecourts some months or years hence will support our view'
WASHINGTON - nen Richard B Russell, Senate Armed
Service's Committee, demanding that the Pentagon go ahead
at Wee with the 171111U-MIlllon dollar antl-Mlitelle defense sys.
tern centered on the Plike-X -
'1 think it's time to make a determination that we're go-
in t to defend our people."
A Bible Thought For Today
delight to de the will, 0 triv God; yea, thy law is within
mflikeet. -Psalm 46:8.
n More people today had this depth of insight there would
be tar fewer who -ire frustrated, disillusioned and despondent.
Ten Years Ago Today
Llefitiillt • Ilan-uir
Min Nancy Bell Thomas-son of Murray Route Two passed
away rday at the age Of 74 at the Murray Hogplt&I.
Aertage and poundage for tobacco is eltplained today ki
an article by Moline" Ellis He said most of the emphasis Inds
far has concerned burley tobacco hi as Much as there have
been sharp Mereams In yields since World War 11
Mr. and Mee John &nue Garland are the parents of a
daughter. Rhonda Jane, weighing seven poen& di ounces,
born November 21 at the Murray Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs Carter Brandon retired aboutitireo weeks
ago atter over 70 years of Milking crews Thay arsepleturedn. 
with their daughter, Carrie. at their home which Is located
between the old Patton i!Ichrwd stip and Kentucky Lake. They
both Will soon be 110 years of age.
•
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The Almanac
by Vested Teem internatiesai
To k Fridley. Dec 1, the
meth day of 1966 with 29 to fol-
lbs mom is between as full
phase and last quarter
The twining stars are Mare
and Jupiter
The evening gag U
American soistesonin Frani Ken
kg was bore on thie day in 1056
Oa this day lb Weary:
in HOLZ the atomic age began
when acieritaas woetlng under a
fooliban sunibuin art the Univer-
sity of Mimeo dearsoiltanallit •
sehwulleaneng nudes" reaMare
In 1102. Preswient-eleet DIOS
D. Iltentiower arrived in Is to
fulfin a campaign promise to AIR
the country in hopes of mans
the war
In 1991. 24 roam persona
greeted Pope Paul VI as he iisited
the tinted State&
In ask the natal dates ins-
emanyment ran dropped to 42
per cent of the labcu- force, lowest
point In Olen years.
A thought for the day - Ad-
miral Chester Nunits said: "A
ahtp is always interned to as a
'the' because & casts so much
In keep one in paint and powder "
NOW Tilt' IRON
Building
Permits For
November
City bualding Inelpeetor I. H. Key
tram released the permits for eon-
grunion in the city of Murray fur
the month 4 Nbvember Total a-
mount a the buntline permits a-
mounted to Se5.00.
The applicants and the ounatruc-
toss were listed as
Olken:
Jerry Ile NIDOCirat, construct den.
bee, bedroom end utility room to
residence balding, 103 IOW St
Henry B Turner. park hone
trader. 904 Story Aye.
Direct Oil Corp. construct eervice
dation. tiortts 7th and Main nt.
Hatton Hate, construct one apart-
ment building Parks Street.
Mrs. Connie PdCowin, construct
coaI rtOtkae, 1.19 Opense St
Charles Saiders, construct one
feeraty darettirt. Court.
Poyner and McKenney con.s-truct
one randy estng.Shit-Vra Oourt.
Rudy Tyree, oonigruct carport to
residence -minding 112 North 10th
Si.
Meluctri & Holton. in-
e„Fee driveway to service station.Main Street
. Ilorn Kervouros. part home Dad-
kr tailed Preis latersaileial er for Cele year. North 13th ft
The pendulum on Meg Ben
London's landmark clock. is 13 E. W. Burn. construct one Min*
feet long and wears 700 pounds dwelling. Dudley Drive
Income Tax
Questions & Answers
This contain of questions and
easwers of federal Mx matters
provided by the local office of the
U. S Internal Revenue Service and
Is published as a public service to
taxpayers The ookrnn answers
queetiore meat frequenny asked by
rturpt ers.
Q My Income has been aff the
past Ica months WfuCtl whOMt me
below %bat I thOUght It visual be
when I filed my estimated taz re-
turn. Do I till have to make quar-
terly payments Weed on my origi-
nel
A - No Tau may rile en amended
estimated tax return when the next
Quarterly payment is due on Jan-
uary 14. 3411.
Nate that you do not have to
make the quarterly payment due
January 16 if you file your tax re-
turn for 1966 by Amory 31. 1047,
end pay the balance due then.
Q - I paid the tug:rein use tax
on my truck before I sold It Out
I get a refund?
A - No. The tax is levied on the
velar*.
Amy taxpeeens vies sell trucks
an which the tax hes been paid
include that amount when deter-
mining the sales prim. The pur-
dhaser &mid not owe tax for that
tax pertai alreaay
Q - single arid trying to wort
my any Swoosh college. If no *1-
COMO goes over WOO Alt my parents
lose the deduction they Saga for
me
A - No, they will not as long as
you otherwise burbly as a &cold-
ent. One of the other requirements
is thas they furnish over half your
support for the year.
Q - I just retired and will be
monist out of the state before the
end of the year Can I file my re-
turn now?
A - No Returns cannot be filed
$275,000 was up tor grabs --fatally in
2711E SEALSCPAT
CHAPTER 14
DlitSh ma., at police
headquarters Oillard. told
Listettive John Brandeia that
the Snyder car hail been located
Lit hour agu in • lot near tee
riverfront and Deteettve Platt
noel already gone to nave a
foak -And there's • mho Walt-
wq/ tO aria you, says be Ragas
be,, sornething for you as me
swain:1w cage- Ha's Is the
squadroom.-
Tuesday aria at least off to
some kind of start, Reandele
thought. He struggled out of
the Wavy topcoat end want
into use eqoadrooat The lose
was sitting In the straglit caste
at tas this eg the desk. oin
namely in at sem sae no
popped to attention the mo-
ment Use detective entered.
"You Detective Brandeis"
'Tint s nem lie ruing the
coat on the reek -Tau wanted
to we me"- •
'Tee ill my nelke's Jetts
4,..19141A I dove e trees for use
city sanotation departent draw
man engineer. ray Waal uses
It ciartagemen. I kill IV" He
Wurgried
have • seat. Mr Bean'
tinindeu weht amend file Wilt
anti towered niv bulks teeth Into
tile creel., %wive. cna,f Now
tnen *mat is n you want to
1•4 me '
gin to thinking thight
'i'ifl a, aU still
G anoeis on Creel nor, a rig
arette 111 out nne mire
St eat, Nee toed it accepted •
ter i; ann WOnse earn
orng Ie en, .: wee firii he
Vs le' Olt W.Afte3* morn
g age me out An... aver-
. .5. pni wg "all on 4,01118 0
Lie icy Mote siting oresl
etreet and down Peary real #
ent st wen+ mute ley
• es bat we d dinette.) satur
no 1111errindri Anithow corning
Wear* sietIr inlynt co eine',
i gee., a en, sri 1113 I. WO 80 in,
• *45 to • Ili* WO *Mt
fie g I heel retraining toner
tefl ("sin
fn. ”is retik•saanew Out a re
roesnowew. • sol IN guilt ono it
Ina serer a al Wile taw telia
wiw weitsone in use
Sr
Nor •s-,..tly in it IVA situ4
dig mon la sot He iii doe .
We I I Oft 'it. I r nOw Owe Gel LIMP
It eraa the ".5 sal
..en the rot. . remembei that
I Sr *,*.• i.e iv,. 8 or-top-
i.'gre•det* *414 "War It
fie eel tail•
Older Pout
met to even Am tear, nai Ann
If em• eat Cr noe of" .retrin
'What seer, In. fees/
Lela , irate •
MOS gruarrea trying o a ro ca
Vii' awl!, *hat n• 1100, seen line
vowing trorn net, on to make
• menial pnottnit ape ot
'bins that c -o.-.e1 v
rig Lanableala
But the effort sent the detail
flying •Ltent"
"Ar• you asking me?" Bran-
deis said.
-It was light! btaybe . .
Couldn't swear to It'•
"'Okay Noir what about the
This proved more eluarire than
IM ear. Oa hod bean emiliir.g
the ticiewalk from tilea . . . Sot( at' No the
Mlin 1 seem In • hurry
It was probably some tenant
at the building who 11114 men
Mere for a perfectly legitimate
Matet. Still, It wee wane iciek•
66 Situ. ti Ike mall Wald be
located'. be might Lave wen
roindithlhigliheseW that would
Us balpful
brettlets stood up. 'Leta run
Otrai there and have • look at
what's in the parking tot now.
Mr Bean Maybe you'll recog-
nise the cat you saw -
The trick driver welted re-
luctant- -I-you understand I
nubs f Melly inn • good enougli
at IMP Car to owlet in
court, est nothing like mat. -
"Stirs 1,5(1 nave a wort just
Uut sanie
The mg missing link at the
moment. Brandeis thnsigM Si
be drove toirani Peary Street
with Jack Bean was a good
solo mot tve Meer *al •
•I rang el y meonnecteo quality
*WWI the ease as II Lbe various
pities* Mal nein mane to new
mid 1101111 gathered at random,
and dropped an their tape.
j'aereriire. each little threacd
nnttei Sow un tin portant or
tehuotn ti might seem. had to
ee traced Wit
14e puttee the unmarked po-
llee rar trip parking lot
and Imo 5 vacant space tee
Awes were numbered which
probably miser.1 they sir are
estreect so many spaces to each
office. The tot war no more
than ha!? Mil The two men got
out and began to 10011 over the
Mllecth.n
Meth took a turn Kronen •
tour.year-oin pale green (sev-
ens arm laid 11e Akin t (hula
liar was it Otstidn t be • nun
dre0 percent sure. ne reminded
Bearidne -Luke I wad' i didn't
hive no Ines Id be getting m
Oil a murder
rhe trnmen of erspinnsitifhly
)iliefr “1108 it was a little more
• Weatilite than it arnti se'rn
efferf ft tsar richrig on the
alieurelvni rhey S • n I in
unman uur let with no further
Ilitrotation on Bean s part
"Don I seem like It y any f
these ()elective Brandeis tie
Mud ante poorly Ileasneed
he
Wen tint on the client.* if
War one of the leMinto 1.11 Sr
employee. ito eneeli Auto Reg
unteteon It it Mena up ant
taus dewy. self neve s 'auk
Tbe truck drivel ram i•okiiia
back toward the gate and
Orandeut foilowee tils gale
S co a.,:ant s"', ••
Orltoraol by Mae rIalltoree Sylph. VII
car had Mat turned In free.
Peary Street a six-veer-old oil
white sedan "It was • :or IS.
that ono," Bean said. "A whole
tot like it."
• •
rOOTECTIVE Oscar Piatt
• listened to the owner of •
barn burger stand on River
Street 'It's been there since
Sunday. triorning, I'm pretty
sure af that I opened my loon
up at an o ciock. like I aiways
do. It was still dark but there •
a Street g lii right over chore.
1 Men It then
MO thing h. claimed to nave
sem was • 1954 sedan which
stood across he street an •
nano* cinder .ce between •
warehouse and • row at email
businemea As alleyway led be-
tween the building at the rear
ae tbe giving • remtritneu
view ot the river. The car nao
already been identified aa
Snyder's.
"*Ozairea" be went on. wip-
ing his bands abeentiy or flit
apron, "somebody could at twee
using It while I woe Cii IMO tut
I'm open from about Ilta in Me
morning till taii or eleven at
night. so I neer, acernaboay pest
pinked It there and left it What
Is S. stolen or something Hell
of • lot of cat stealing going
on, asn't there!"
"Has the car been there be-
fore?"
he man shrugged Who
notion! rhere • usually
dine% ot em there stternoorie
Slid nights Peep* eating in
nen on drinking at trial tavern
Omen on 'he corner.
"Has anyway been flanging
5,05550 that can Ina t you ve
noticed? Maybe trying to get
In It?"
'No aft, 1 haien't Seen rinbrid),
at all; He chuckled 'Say now
wouldn't that be runny. Wang
guy stealing a atnlen "tr.-
Platt tnailltrid nin, arm cruised
me street Where twO men front
Identification wert still dilating
the rat tor prints,
-Doesn't seem to nave actin
moved at least for the met
couple ot days, OlICIIS out of
them said lk*en snowing MI
and on since early Saturday
evening. it i remember correet•
ly the cinders ate pretty ary
underneath the cat Nothing out
us the ordinary in Use :Au as
tar as Wee can see nooks like
the guy met parker it riere,
locked it and walked away ̀
Platt puriwo ma oat bark
'Where did ne walk to"•
-That nty Otero ne slid
With • male. -a yam pan ot
ttie job
'There sae Or thratokIng
the IhIng the% Woo II a.. *
Clans nada raged rt. tee eon
Is .re the lear vl pillowa a
V art* ow toot, Mesa rowan the
lot of the chart
r, "r', ',la hes • ellMal
Nett Wren/1' "II
•*e-hard Ito • •• a
„
FRIDAY - DECEMBER 2,1966
until the dote of the taxable year.
When you do file, use the ackfress
}vita have at that tine anti file vnt.o
the Markt there you live thin.1
Q - 1 jot took • lart-ehne job
to give me sane glut spending
money thas CtuieUnas le there any
way I non get dly pest-tine em-
ployer So atop WihholdIng tor Boob&
Security? My regular employer el-
ready aiteihoide the fun emeurd
fize Social Securito.
A - No Rich employer Is re-
quired to withhold Social Securily
taxes on the first $6,000 of income
paid each employee during laie
If, as you say, more then $277.20
Is wahheki from your wages for
Social Sectircy in 1966, because
you worked ter two Meagre em-
ployers. then the maw slitaid be
talr-en nes a tax creak on your 1606
Moon* tax return.
Q - scene farm pro-
perty aim I own. Is there any way
I can avoid being taxed on my
total profit In 1966?
A - Yes, you rams be able to re-
pot% you profits on the !ratan-
mez* bade. Then you would be
taxed on that part of the wore
you received In 1961
This inatalknent method can only
be used when you receive payments
of riot more than 30 percent of the
wiling price in the pier of ale, Ii
you receive more than 30 pagent,
the entire preen must be deckired
for the year of sale
- We lost • tree to a wind-
storm. °an We deduce what we had
to pay to hove the tree carted off?
A - Ai a genera rule, clean up
and, are ti..tt deduotine You msy
be able to claim a deduenon for
the lows of lie tree If there was a
decrease In the over-al value of
Your Property as a result. The first
1100 of suah a lassslit not be de-
ductible gad We amount you chum
es a lois should be reduced by any
1'1 I E '
lAMILYir I 'W.
LAWYER
HIDDEN EARS
Inside the oboe at • me Mt.
under the MintBe of • bnefeme,
betand the knob on a dmatiboard.
•
',2W%
tentan the abettY 01 • tooth -
a/ these piece& electronic "begs"
have been tackier' fur the purpcm
of eaveldnaliplig
The N. sephiratheation of
sun, devices hes keit new cunn-
mr to bran Ike yr and the corn,-
• to both libe law vklatir
and the leer engager.
It has aho maid one of the
tztiehieme kaki 11111111111 of the clay:
should the blinaullan obtained in
One manner bet Wild evidence in
the c eirt mom?
Hence the owammancee vary so
widen, there Ma be no simple
&Realty._ However, fiensin bine
prindene are already pretty wen
setstentied.
Than. eavesdropping evidence is
not aorepteble bf It was goatee by
tlillalettOr breaking Into a per-
son's home
In one owe, potioe broke into
the home of a aumpeoted bookie
and panted an electronic bug un-
der • cheat of drawer& Sure m-
oist, the resonlinga Indicated that
the man was slaty
But a court rejected this en-
thence, because the police had ig-
nored the ooroititutiona ben on
unreasonable serwch
"It Is perfeesble Met some crim-
inals go tree," and the court
-than that the debt 01 PrivenY 01
MI the people be see at naught."
On the other hand, the mere
far'. that the eseesdreppina was
done secretly does not 'pad it as
evidence For exampie:
A revenue agent, talking with •
ampected tea dodger, had a wire
recorder Sikkim in his pocket.
During the eonveraselon the man
offered a bribe, dila recorded on
N. wire
But in thia OSA* there had been
no breaking Into private (Marten'
Furthermore. the suspect, by mere-
ly talking to the revenue agent,
had knowiney taken the risk that
the agent. might tattle on ban
H„br!ing the evidence sdnussible,
the court pointed out thdu the
agent rienself could testlfy to the
oonvetnertion - and the record-
ing nevwe 'empty did the Job bet-
ter,
In *sort, the law la seeking to
strike a fair haiorice between the
desire for pie.. Cal privacy and the
need for figiuding crime Rewer•-e
and study in the area are intense
And, an noel anbtrilents go. OW
debate Is pamianate.
But so it should be In a free
Sand, thee Is book business.
Insurance reimbursement received.
Dennis on casualty team ere ex-
plainer in our publitalaan on cas-
ualty and theft loam. Bend a poet
card to your Dietriot Director seik-
Mg for a free copy. It's Doculnent
No. 5174, "Dleatent deauritiee. and
BOWLING
STANDINGS
THUIBSDAY COUPLES
BOWLING LKIGLE
Team Standings:
Spares  
W. L
h 12
Nightowils  N 16
Strikes  30 18
Hayseed',  1714 30,4
Lanes  
Wixdchogibire
1,4 30
13% 98'4
111.1i TimmS Game,
Thichtowe
Strikes  
Ellstreu  
Rah Team Genie
Nerntowle 
Spares 
Strikes 
Tee lbts
T C Hargrtere 
Delmar Ilkawer 
Noble Knight 
Lymati DU= 
2378
2348
3719
864
647
834
178
— 177
— 171
Paul Rapelae 
Tap I Women
171
171
Jane Knight  152
Burlene Brewer  149
Eve Jones  147
Betty Dimon  646
Joye Rowland  143
AJBC BAWLING
LEAGUE
Week of 'lei, IS. NINI
Team Standings: W.
Omen Hornets  14
13
12%
10
10
8%
DT's
Ten Pine
his Horses
Pocign  
Deg Trippere
Kentudarins 8
sloppy's 4 Saueractions
Rah Teem 3 Omega
Orton Homes 
Peoples
Nigh Team Game
Green Hornets
Ten Pine
Peoples
Hrik lad. Game
Lynn Strata —
11darityn Perks i.,1) 
SeLl btoOlain (13)
7
8%
11
11
12%
13
13
13110
1357
133e
s01
456
151
183
13/
i111111111111111111t111131111”11
LOOK'S AKINS
(areas
WATCH
UEFA/111NC: ,
rest, nev•vdabis.
tlwinuneed Barrios
' I •
Phone iss-leos
WO Main Street
menu, Kentucky
iiiIiIShhIIIIlShIIuhh 11111111
To help nonage It •
and
reduce the risk of
lung congestion
try
Pyrroxate
Moony sold sessuli
co n to I ng • *per, ho
bronceocIllstor you
sin buy unthout a
preach oboe.
Dale-
Riubbiefleld
Clearance
Sale
,411 New add Used
Must pa by December 31st!
No 'Reasonable Offer
Refused
HOOFER WASHER
with every
New Purchase
HOOVER HAND
APPLIANCE
with every
rsed Purchase
GREEN ACRES
Mobile Homes
Hwy. 51 - By-Pass
Union City, Tenn.
885-5874
••••
MURRAY LOAN CO
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
004 W. allabe Wrest Mt*** 713.1121
"The Beet In Service . . hest of Gasoline"
from
041 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
ACr011e from Jarrell Macaw-kw Phor, 753 w 14:
0. 5. •1101TLBS" einem* - MAX IdleCCISTON
• WI GINO Tittettnilr CHEST STAMPS •
•
It PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
We Have It - We Will Get It - Or It Can't Be Had
Phone 7 51-127 2
WALLIS DRUG
•WWWWWWI*
••••■11100, 
YOU TAKE NO TOT
TRADE WITH . . .
PARKER MOTORS
753-5273 Murray. Ky.
LARGE VOLUMC - LOW PROM
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO elFX US ON A NEW OR USFJ.) CAR
"you Meet the Nicest People on a Honda"
at
Thomas Honda Sales
WORLD'S BIGGEST SELLER
ALL MODELS 50 CC TO 305 CC
Only 10% Down .. . Low Monthly Rates!
801 8 4th St 753 - 1 822 Murray, Ky.
Open Friday Nights Until 9 p.m.
Hazel Cafel
=MI
* AIR CONDITIONED *
Now Serving Fresh Catfish 1HAVE SUNDAY DINNER WITH I'S
We Cater to Private Parties in Private Dining Room a
('AI,1, FOR firliFTIVATMNs 4 9 2-9785 =I
111111111111111111U11111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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rRIOAY - DECEMBER 2, 1988
Television Schedule
%mine! 5-WLAC-TV
CBS
Week of Dec. 3-Dee. 10
Jackson Channel 7 and
Network Programs Also On
Cape Girardeau Channel 12
MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY. DAYTIME
848 Farm Neal
1100 Ocemtry Jenotion
7:46 Morning News
7136 atomism Weeder
11:00 Captain Kangaroo
0:00 lake Decease
i WOO Andy of Marten"
10:30 Dick Van Dyke
• tr•ga Love ef Life
11I Josenh Bend
1130 Search ter Tianorrow
11•46 The Guiding LOA
•
•
•
P. M. MONDAY 'remoras
FRIDAY, AFTERNOON
12-00 The Woad At Now
13-06 Oki Time Singing Convenikai
IA 20 As The World Turns
10 Paamord
1.:30 Rouge Piety
2:00 To Tell TIM Truth
9 06 Dour Edward@ News
2.30 Ildge of Nattat
11:00 Secret Storm
3 30 Timms and Lassie
COO BigShow
6:30 OBS Evening News WWI Ws.
ese Crooklits
SATURDAI
December 3
11•110 FlunrIne !Jerome&
'TOO Eddie 11111 Variety
8 00 ISOrtity Mouse
8 30 Underdog
9 00 Prarkenstein Jr
9 30 Space Otkate
140 flupentan
10 30 Lone Ranger
11:00 Papeye Party
1130 Fluddeberry Hound
12 00 Tarn and Jerry
12 30 The Road Runner
1.00 The Be.
110 MIAs Otills
2 00 Chemptonship Bowling
3 00 NFL. Countdown
4 00 Daktarl
.600 I've Clot A &Ore(
T30 Roger Mudd
11•00 Newabeat
8.111 Radar Weather
1120 Totkey in Spares
6 30 Jackie Cileason
7 30 Patois 'X" Pettiest'
II 00 talesion: Impossible
9 00 Ounsrulte
10 00 Saturday News
10:16 Rader Weather
1043 Totha to Snorts
IS310 Tame of the 50's
1230 Night Train
IBITNBAT
December 4
• 00 Runtime !kneads
'7 03 1 eFeeeree Perna?
7:30 Chuck Wagon Gang
8:00 Mame. Albano
• •:80 Paeans eat Itelog
W:00 Camera nese
1030 Talth for Today
11(1) liodywood Spernicukar
1216 NFL Inday
8:00 Iamb
6:30 It's Moat Tins
7:00 Ed /Pulliam Show
8110 Carry Moore Elbow
9:00 Oandkl Owners
9110 What's My Line
• 
6100 Sunday News
-10:16 Radar Weather
t020 Wed N Watery
I0:36 Minion Dollar Movie
• 12:00 Sign Off
NW MONDAY EVZSING
Derymber 5
8:013 Seethed
I:16 Rader Weedier
• J:20 Tothe In Sports
8 80 ailligana Wand
7:00 Ram Buddy. Run
7:30 The Lucy Show
II:00 Andy Griffith Show
8:30 Movie of the Week
1015 Mg News
10.30 Radar Weather
1036 Teday In Sporn
11.15 atillain Dollar Movie
12 46 farm Off
24111111DAY IRVI2fING
December 6
8:00 Nswaheall
6:16 Rader Weather
0:10 Today In Sports
6:90 A Taira! Affair
"10 Marshal rattan
7:30 Red Skelton
61) S Huron Presents
A 9 01 WI ,AC-TV Reports
O 30 CB8 Reports
10:00 The Big News
10:16 Rider Weather
10:20 Tetley In Sprat,
1036 1111321m Dollar Mode
1300 Sign Citf
Pm WEDNESDAY EVENLNO
Decem be r 7
6:00 Newebeat
815 Radar Weather
4:30 Today In sports
6:30 Last in Space
7:30 Beverly RIBbilties
8 00 Frank Sinatra
830 Gainer Pyle
9 00Danny Kaye Show
10:00 The BS News
10:16 Radar Weather
10:20 Today ka Spode
10:30 The race Is Fainillar
11:30 ariaton Dollar Movie
1:00 Sign Oa
PM THURSDAY EVENING
December I
6:00 Newebeat
6:15 Ftadar Weather
620 Today In Sports
6.30 Jericho
730 My Three Sons
8'00 Thireday Night MAP*
10,00 Big News
10:15 Radar Westher
10:20 Today in Sparta
1030 Million Dohs Movie
12:00 Sion Oa
FRIDAY EVENING
lieoember 9
6•00Newsbesi
6 16 Radar Weather
CM Today In 13Pcrig
6:30 Whi Wild West
730 Hogen's Heroes
8:00 Pridey Night Movie
1015 Big Newts
10:30 Racier Weather
10:35 Ttliey Sp3ros
10:40 Film of 50's
13 - 16 Night Train
1246 Sign Off
Channel 6-WPSD-TV
NBC
Network Pregrams Also On
Nashville Channel 4
Week of Dec. 3-Dee. 10
FRIDAY DAYTIME
7:00 Today Show
6-00 Romper Roam
916 NBC News
9:30 Conoentration
1b90 10s'wdnvn
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 Swt ngtre Country
1116 NBC Day Report
P. Ilt. MONDAY THROUGS
FRIDAY, Arrramoom
13:00 News. Tann Marton
1215 Pastor Speaks
1210 let's Make a Deal (Color)
1255 NBC News
1:00 Deem of our Lives
190 The Doetors
2.00 AtIOther World
230 YOU Dont Say (Odor)
$00 Match Owns (Color)
$26 NBC Afternoon Report
3'30 Score 4
400 Poppy,
4 30 Cheyenne
11:30 Huntleyartnkley
6:00 News
6.10 Weatles
0:30 Sports
SATURDAY
December 3
THE
9:00 Andy Williams
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
10:15 Weekend at the Modal
MONDAY
December 5
6:30 The Monkees
'100 I Dream of Jeannie
7 : 30 Roger Miner Show
8 00 The Road West
9 :00 Run For Your Life
10:00 News Please
10:15 TN:might Show
ris TUESDAY EVENING
December 6
LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY,
6'30 GUI from U N. C. L. E.
7.30 Occasional Wife
6:00 Tuesday Night at the Idoelal
10.00 News Picture
10:15 Tonight 'ahoy (Color)
PM WEDNESDAY !MEWING
December 7
6:30 Virginian
800 Bob Hope
900 I Spy
10.00 News Picture
10:16 Acoent
1045 Tbiaight Show (Color)
PM THUILIDAY rvzNeica
December 8
6-30 Daniel Boone
730 Jack Benny
8:30 The Hero
900 Dean Martin Show
10'00 News Picture
10:16 Tonight Show (Color)
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
December 9
8.30 Tanen
7•30 Man From U N. C L. IL
830 T. H. E. Oat
9•00 Laredo
1000 N. Picture
10:13 Tonight Show
7:08 RFD-TV
7:80 Atop the Fence Pod
7:56 News
8.00 Super 8
0:30 Atom Ant
9:00 Secret Squirrel
9:30 Space Kidettes
10.00 Cool allcOool
1030 The Jetsons
11:00 Top Cat
11:30 Marthe Boy
1200 Ananal 'keret,
12 . 30 The Eimithernien
1 00 File 6
2.00 Ernest Tutees Show
2:30 Gene Williams
3:00 A. F. L Hiehlightis
3:30 A P 1. Pent:ball
6:30 Ripper
7:00 Pismo Don't Eat the Daes
7:30 OM Beast
8:00 MA. leIght at Movies
10:30 News
10.46 Weekend at the Movies
SENDAY
December 4
Channel 8 -WSIX-TV
ABC
Network Programs Also On
Harrisburg Channel 3
Week of Dec 3-Der 10
A. M. MONDAY THROUGH
MEP AY, DAYTIME
600 Pktuostional
IL.30 Jack lateness
7.00 Th. Boa) Mow
9 00 Romer Ftocrn
10013 Supermarket amen
10 30 The Dating Game
11 00 Donna Reed Ahoy
11 30 Father Knows Beta
1200 Ben Oasety
P. M. 11110ND4Y THROUGH
P M FRIDAY gaILNING
7:00 Fakes for Today
1:80 Gospel Singing Jubilee
8:90 Paducah Devotion
9:11 Flearalton Brothers GUMMI
9:30 Herald of Truth
10:00 This is the Life
10:30 The Answer
11:00 Papers
11.30 Far 6
1200 AFL Football
3:00 Meet The Preem
3:30 Eternal Light
4:00 Wild Kingtion
4 30 Reeietali Ttlie Red Now Men-
, deer
6:30 Bell Telephone Hour
7 30 Star Trek
8:00 Harsoes
6:00 Voyage to the Bottom of
the Sea
7:00 The F. B, L
8:00 ElundaY Nile Most
11:00 Close Up
11:30 Viewpoint
1200 ABC Scope
12 45 ABC Sem Off
ris MONDAY EVENING
December 5
6:30 Monday Nine Movie
8:30 Peyton Place I
9 : OD Big Valley
k):30 Trails West
11:30 Men Against Evil
PM TUESDAY EVENING
December 6
630 Combat
7:30 The Rounders
600 Praitta of Southhampton
830 Love on a Rooftop
9:00 The Fugitive
10:30 'reel Horse
11 : 30 Science Fiction Theater
PM WEDNESDAY EVENING
1 00 Newlywed Ovens
1 30 A Time For Ue
1 66 New. For Women - fleai
Sanders
2 CO Oeneral Hospital
210 The Nurse
3 00 Dart Shadows
3 Xi Where The Action IN
4 00 Merve Griffin Show
600 ABC News-- P Jsrinino
615 Local News, Weather. Sports
6 30 Rawhide
10 00 Close Up (30 Min only)
10 30 Trans West
1100 Men agairestEvO
12 00 Blgn Off
SATURDAY
December 3
necember 7
630 Batman
7.00 Ceeeirich Special
8:00 Man Who Never Was
8:30 Peyton Place II
900 ABC Stage
1030 Felony Squad
11:00 Men In War Theater
FM THURSDAY EV90s1U413
6.46 News, Was. 'Ululate/As BEM
700 Educational
7:30 Otiose Stories
9:00 King Kong
9:30 Beatles °arteries
10:00 Clasper Cartoon•
11:00 Bugs Bunny
1130 Mallon Monsters
1200 Film Mil
12:16 Kentucky Football ?
12.46 NCAA Forenall
400
630
600
6 30
7 30
1130
9•30
10 30
Wide World of Sitorts
Woody Woodpecker
Wens Parao
Mane
awrence Welk Show
Hothwcod Palace
Milton Berle
Merve Griffin Show
SUNDAY
December 4
December 8
1:30 N4aAA Football
630 Batman
7:00 F-Troop
7:30 Dating Game
8.00 Bewitched
8:30 That Girl
9:00 Hawk
10:30 Rat Patrol.
11:00 Western Theatre
Pm FRIDAY EVENING
December 9
6:30 Hares Chrtetian Anderson
7:00 Time Tunnel
8:00 Cheyenne
9100 12 O'clock High
10:30 Joe Pyne Show
North Fork
News
KENTUCKY
Ii
T"V
Of, NOTES
NEW YORK lef - The 1967
"Hollywood Stars of Tomorrow A-
wards" show will be telecast live
for the first time in its four years
by the ABC network at 9.30 p. m.
Jan. 28. The prugram will come
from the Hollywood Palladium
where the 14th aroma.' Deb Star
Ball will be held by the Hollywood
Makeup Artists and Hair Stylists.
The usual 10 starlets will be selected
by this organization, but for the
first arne one over-all winner will
be selected from the group during
the telecast by a panel of five per-
sons from the entertairunent world.
The Seventh International .Tele-
vision Fennel of Monte Carlo will
be held Jan 31-Feb 11, with Prince
Rainer and Princess Grace attend-
ing the Gold Nymph Awards pre-
sentation of the 11th for winners
In seven categories.
ABC is bringing hack 'The
Avengers," Breishanade spy aeries
that was on the network late last
seaaan. It is being put into the
10-11 p. m. Friday spat beginning
Jan. 20.
NBC's latest quarterly eettensite
an the number of color Bets in use
was 8,100,000 as of Oct 1 This was
mid to be a gain of 3 740.000 seta
over the Oct 1, 1965 figure
-The Monroes" and " Felony
Squad," two of the searion's new
ones On the ABC network that
seemed a lane shaky in the early
going, have been renewed to ex-
tend them through 26 weeks at
least, with further optima that
aouki take then through the full
By Mrs. a.. D. Key
Mr and Mrs Odell Wynne arid
children it Chicago, DI. are vett-
ing Mx. and Mrs Tom Wilson this
week. Mr. Whim has been sick but
Is feeling better.
Mr. end Mrs. Hubert Marshan
and Mr and Mrs Cooper Jones
visited Mrs Berne Jenkins Thurs-
day nieht.
Mrs Larue Orr spent Iliesday
with Mrs Glynn M Orr.
Mr and Mrs Bruce Carty and
family from Deemer, Mich, visited
Mr and Mrs. Charles Paeotall last
week.
Mrs Glynn One Mrs. Belle Jenk-
ins. Mr. and Mrs Monis Jenkins
said boys. Mr. arid Mrs. Orran Pas-
chall. Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Mor-
ris, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Galli-
more, Mr. and Mrs (=Wynn M. Orr
and sari end Swan Sykes had
Ilardcagiving dinner with Mrs: Inla
Morris.
Mr. arid Mrs. Lots Kemp, and
Mr. and Mrs. °onion H Morrie
Wetted Mr. and Mrs Buddie Kemp
in Jackson. Tenn Thursday.
Mt. and Mr., Henry Sykes and
son Tony. and Rada Key were sup-
per guests If Pro and Mr,. War-
ren Sykes Thursday night
Mr. sad Mrs. Max Dale. Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Owen, Jamie Hopkins,
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sinrith were
supper guess of Mr and Mra.
Taylor Owen Thursday.
Mr and Mrs Odell Hopkins and
&alarm spent Flunday with the
*burn Keys
Mr and Mrs. Milford Orr and
eon visited Mrs. Berta Jenkins
Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Noble Harrelson
arid daughter. Nancy. visited Morris
Jenkins Sunday afternoon
Mrs Gloria Jenkins vatted Mrs
Lame Orr Thursday morning_
Mrs. Roy Wilson vaned Mr. and
Mrs. Tarn Wilson Sarin:leg after-
6.30 Educationist
7:00 Teaching of the New Mesta.
meat
7:30 lienskl of Truth
8:00 Hose of Wcreldp
8:30 lents Lkin Hearted
9-00 Beare and Cecil
9:30 Peter Potanus
10:00 Buiwinkie
10 : 30 Diseovery 138
11:03 The Chratopheris
1.1:30 Know Your Bible
1200, Directinna
12:30 lames k Armee'
1:00 Carl 'Tipton Show
2:00 All Atpr Wrestling
3:00 Fine Art of Wok:tang Foot-
ball
4:90 Stoneman Fawn*
4:30 Oreatest Show on Earth
6:20 The Cartoon'
SORDOCI
"Run, Buddy. Rim" is a mid-
season casualty on C. It will ex-
pire Jan. 2 to be mimed in the
8-8:30 p m. Monday skit by a new
situation comedy series naled "Mr.
Another programebeing shcit clown
is 'The Roger Miner Show" at
8:30 Mondays on NBC A half-hoz
satiric comedy-adventure program
caged "Captain Niue" will repace
It. A description of this one indicatm
K will be a mune pointed spoof
at the Superman type cd hero.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Damen and
dlaughter, Linda, visited the R D.
Keys Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Adolphus Pannell
visited the R. 13 Kees Saturday
morn Mg
Mr and Mai Area Wyatt, and
children of Nashville, Term.. visit-
ed over the weekend with the Glynn
One. Other visiters were It. 13.
Key, and 13m. and Mn. VietTOO
Sykes and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Harding Jenkins
and daughter of Detroit. Minn-
visited in the home of Mrs Bettie
Jenkins, Morris Jenkins, and Her-
bert Orr last week.
Faro and Mrs Warren Sykes and
ohiktren. Steen end Meath. were
dinner snare of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sykes ElUntiny
R. D Key visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ton Wilson Sunday aftetenue
Berl Dick and James Paschall of
Karam City, Mn.visaed Mr and
Mrs. Homer Past-hall and Mr and
Mrs. Charles Pmehall beet week
Mr rod Mrs Dogrel:Ls Kemp vis-
ited Bro. Vficien and faniih Sun-
day for dinner In the afternoon
they visited Cherie. Vaden in the
Puryear Nursing Horne.
-JACK GAYER
Delmus Bazzell . . .
(Continued From Page One)
Mary Pullen Bizzed; two sons,
Riideird of Mayfield and Howard
of Paducah, noir daughters, Miss
Mary Bazzell of Dayton, Ohio,
Mrs. Virginia Jones of Ypsilanti,
Mein, Mrs Homer Edwards of
Sedate, and Mrs. Wiliam Hal
of Maynekl; his sister; 14 grand-
children: 12 great grandchildren.
Funeral senwes are being held
today at two p.m at the Roberts
Funeral Home Chapel. Ma yfteld,
• James, Sheckley and Harry
Yates offeuatine Burial vnel be
In Cede/water Cemetery.
Active pallbearers are C. H.
Watson, Harken Easley, Harry
Hamlet, Bill Riley, Harry Boas,
arid Richard Bagwell. Honorary
pallbearers are Harvey axon. Sam
Chreetenbeity, Barber Boyd, Henry
Black, Eari Ada.ir, Carl !:dear, D.
P. lloNeely, and J. A. ;other.
Jessie Hillman . . .
Continued From Page One)
years of age and his death fol-
lowed an extended illness.
The deceased was a member of
the Cherry Corner Baptist Chtnrh
andrnmenbers of the Ackakt, Mena
Class of the chianti are asked to
assemble at the J. IL Churchill
Funeral Home chapel at 1'30 pan.
to serve tie pallbearers for the
funeral at two p.m at the chapel
with Rev Leeson Willeinson of-
fting.
Mr Hannan is survived by his
wife, Mrs Eurae Hillman of Mur-
ray Route Five: two daughters.
Mrs Edgar Wilansan of 308
South liith Street, and Mrs Oka
Rogers of Wayne, Midi. e one son
Ivan (Lee) Hillman of Murray
Route Five; four grandchildren,
Mrs. atm Gentry of Valley Sta-
taon, Graves Hellman of Allergy,
Ohio, Mason Brillngton of 1515
Henry Street. and Jerry Rogers
Of US Army; 11 greet grand-
children
Banal will be in the
Cemetery with the arrange/nein
by the J H. Churchill Funeral
Home where friends may aaR.
ADDS TO ITINERARY
of State Dean has added
WASHINC 1.71 - Secretary
Thailand and Iran to his intinentry
for an overseas ulp he begins Sun-
day. Rusk also pens to Ask Japan,
Forrnosa, and South Viet Nem on
lits way to NATO taks in Parls.
Mrs, William Boles, winner of $100 in
Bingo game, accepts her check from Cheeks
Use local A&P Store on South 12th Street.
Funeral Today For
Mrs. Molly Lartier
Funeral services for Mrs. Molly
Latimer are being held today at
tem pm. at the Mason's Chapel
Methodist Mirth with Rev. Coy
Gareeibt and Rev. Ikennev Jack-
son oftfiedating. Banal will be in
Mt. Mesa& Cemetery with her
grandsons serving as pallbearers
Mrs. Latimer, age 91, died Wed-
nesday at the Mulvey Convales-
cent Horne. She is survived by
tour claugteters, fee sons, and one
Meter.
The Miller Funeral Home of
Ma* is in Merge of arrange-
SUPPORT VIET CONG
BOLIN Itlre - A leader of Italy's
newly reunited Elocielbte took*" laud
thelMenlitinaltiO Hsi- Vier 1164
a " AMY in Viet Nam
aese favored Urdtions Nations mern-
besehlp for Red China
' The comments of Francesco de
Martino, one of two a3int secre-
tarial of the tweemped party, were
viewed as an esanilirent effort to
farm neutrallitic views on the
party'o pro-Ameican wing.
CBS Network Will Carry Four Specials;
NBC Has Two; ABC Presents Bowl Games
By JACK GAYER
United Press International
NEW YORK tn - The CBS net-
work has four television specials
this week, NBC has two and ABC
leas five of the gaaeller football bowl
garnet
'Me CBE Venal@ deal with im-
presario 8 Hunt and Prank Sin-
atra in the perionsallty Regd, and
there are productions of Tennessee
Williams' peso. 'The Cams Mena-
gerie." and the popular tatiot. 'The
Nutcracker" NBC /as Noel Cow-
ard's "Blithe Spirit of Chrkstinas",
reruns "Rucliopti the Rid-Nosed
Reindeer"
lighlight details Dec. 2-10:
Sunday
ABC's American Football league
solhedule. Buffalo-Boston, Houston-
San Iamb, Miend-Denrver.
Regional telecasts of the Nation-
al Peothall League on NBC: Pitts-
burgh-Philadelphia, N Y Giants-
Cleveland, Chkago-Beitionore and
Sin Francisco-Green Big. Atlanta-
Danes As the "cbaubleheader" game.
most af the nation will get the St
Louis Dales game, but the Detroit
regional network will have the De-
treet-Loe Angeles contest.
The one-hour meetal "Rudolph
the Red-NO.4Ni Reindeer." will be
on NBC, marking its third annual
showing
"Bell Telephone Hour" on NBC
profiles the Cleveland orchestra and
Its famous conductor. Oecrge Eisen.
ABC's "Sunday Night Movie"
screens 'The Pour Horsemen of the
&pane/men" starring Glenn Toed
and Ingrid Thulin.
The "Hosiarias" tale an NBC is
"Tihe Bridegroom " Little Joe in-
spires a young girl to make a try
at romance.
Monday
In "Town Full of Fear" on ABC's
"Iron Horse" Berl Callanin runs
Into a plot to kill him a-hen he
germ to a town to make a deal for
right- of- way for his reamed
French singer Cheraw AUIRVOUT
and the Doodletown Pipers appear
on Roger Miller's NBC airew
"The Road West" on NBC pre-
sents "Pariah." the problem of an
Swam and his white wife who wish
to live with their respective peoples
although neither went% to be sep-
arated tram their child.
NBC's "Run For Your Life" has
"Hank Down Your Head and
Laugh- in which Paul Brysui helps
a teen-age runastay who tries to
discover Paul's secret.
Tuesday
NBC's Tueedav Night at the Mo-
vies" screens "The Brakes Of lb-
loa-Ri," starring Wiliam Holden
and Grace Kelly.
"S Ranh presents" is a 90-erste-
lite special on S136 on whkh many
of the distinguished arthb who
have been presented by this im-
presario will perform They include
Marian Anderson. Van Cilburin
Lilac Stem, Andres Segovia, An-
tonio and the Ballets de Madrid
and Maya Pasetakaya sal the Bol-
den Bonet "Petticoat Junction"
and the usual CBS news period are
preempted.
"The Devil's Disreples" is the fare
on ABC's "The Fugitive" Kimble is
set up as the fall guy in a murder
by a motorcycle gang
Wednesday
Nod Coward's comedy, "blithe
Benin" is an NBC at 730 as a
"HaDinark Hall of Fame" medal
Starring in this story of a inan
whale first wife oomes back to
haunt him are Dirt Howarde. Rose-
mary Harris, Rachel Roberta and
Ruth Clordare 'The Virginien" is
preempted.
Prorn 8 to 9 ABC's "Saga of
Western Man" aeries presents
"Cannot is born," depicting the Panes
identified with Jesus Christ, with
movie director Jctin Huatori as nar-
rator "The Monroe." is preerrepted.
"Prank Skates: A Man said his
mueski-Peet TI" is a one-hour epee-
ist on CBS at 9 Sinatra's singing
deughter. Nancy will be a special
guest "Green Acres" and "Cloince
Pyle" are preempted.
"Storm °meeting" is the drama
on NBC'e "Chrysler l'heather"
9 Barbara Ftwth and Jack Lord
star am lovers menaced by a Hurri-
cane and a killer aboard a Garlb-
bean banana boat.
"Peyton Place" action on ABC
at 9 30 Famish sterties the oourt-
room with s previously unrevealed
truth and Elliot presser Ruched for
answers regardirst Chandler.
"ABC Stage COI" at 10 hes an
original musical comedy, "Co the
• Side." starring Rack Melee)
and Jeanie Stormier, A youth who
bencenes an overnight snaring sen-
sation nide himself suriderey out
of feighton at the sae of 26
In 'Lisa' on NBC's "I Sur it
10. R mail-order bride frern Grp,
la Numected of being an enemi
courier when she arrives in this
couritry
Actress Shirley Jones is guest
an Danny Kayea show
Thursday
NBC'g "Daniel Brame at IRO
p. m has "The los COlosz... BMW
sees a girl at an old grave eite.'aut
she raniehes as he appropriates,
In CBS's "Jericho" prograre at
730, a team of agents receives or-
ders to destroy a German mem-
tnunieetions career in occielked
Paris.
NBC's "Star Trek" at 8'30 has
'The Conerierice of the King."
Spaceship Enterprise provides pep
age for a stranded troupe of Shaklee
apearean actors, one of whom plea
to rreirder Captain Kirt.
"The CHRAS Menagerie" by Ten-
nessee Williams gets a two-hour
preseraction on CBS beginning at
9. This bittereariendrarna about the
reastionehip of a mother, her crip-
pled dauahter and her restless son
stars Shirley Booth, Hal Holbrnot
Bambara laden and Pet Mingle.
the A&P Billfold
Flynn, manager of
BEA U TIF IC ATION
FREMONT. Calif. trai - A Fre-
mont hou.sewifea campaign to pro-
mote the use of living Christmase
trees, which can be planted outside
when the holidays are over. is gain-
ing momentum to California.
The city ot Fremont benefitted
by 2,000 trees in rrntate yards last
year, stele in were donated to (-ex
parks and 60 were planted in whool
yards.
Mrs. Ivy Cuenca, who argenieed ,
the movement, seed the cities 4
San Bernardino and Rosemead have
joined Fresmort in urging families
to purchase live trees instead it
the more usual cut ones. She said
the cost od a live tree is conmar-
able to a "dead" one.
CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
PARIS - The French' daily
newspaper Le Figaro marked &tee
"rint 2.64"bl.P504==intal
Mai birthday ceishnillikill
ance of "The Batter cra
the Pansh Opera Home'
night The barber is naniattilifigiree; •
Later, 400 guests Wenn ,th Rif
Parana offices on the Cemplis EelY-
sees for supper in the DENWOOTTI.
Reporters didn't join tii7They
had to wen on today's esirlan
-"Me CBS T'hursda,y Night Mo-
vies" a preempted
Friday
'The N'utermcker", popular holi-
day ballet with the famous Trieste.
Welty wore and noted dancers.
from several countries. will be re-,
mated in an hour-long Cie" pro-
gram.
On ABC's 12' O'Clock Haar a
slep-banibbie pilot Is the only one
who can knock out a Gemmel
atomic center.
Saturday
The five football came: Al3C will
televise on a regional basis are the
liberty Bowl. Tangerine Bowl,
Peosn Bowl. Grentiand Rice Bowl
and Cirnellis Bowl
CBS shows the National Football
League eame between Green Bay
and Bel t imore
"Mission: Impossible" on CBS has
an episode in which a team of
agents tried to prevent a Latin
A.merioan onsis by restoring stolen
microfilm to its proper piece
NBC's Saturday Night Movie will
be "Robinson Crime on Mare."
starring Pail Mantee aria Adele
PAlt
'HERE'S MORE TO SEE ON CABLe
MURRAY
CABLEVISION
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5005 105 N. 5th Street
Shortage Of Color
Televisions!
Not at The TV Service Center!
Many models to choose from - in Walnut, Maple,
Cherry and Pecan.
Do yourself and your pocketbook
a favor. .. shop with us!
COLQR SETS START AS LOW AS _ _ $329.95
Remember . . . One Year Free Service, Not 90 Days'
T.V. SERVICE CENTER
312 No, 4th Street Phone 153-5865
J
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Woodmen Grove 126
Has Special Meet
At Woodmen Hall
Woodmen Carave IA held a gate-
lat nutted' at the WoMmen 11011
on Tuesday, November 10, 43
treven-tholtif ntleOprat In Me Well-
ing 11-.121 et president Elch-
bie Peadall.
4
preadais
'Me fag die Undid antes
visa presented* allegiance was
awn helm Bulb L*.sears-
tar y, read the minutes and Mrs.
Katie Overcea, tewasures. ga.VC bee
mon
Mrs Pemba& nosed Me fol-
lowing omenatere.
Relrediniesde . - Mrs. Glade's
Mar. Mks. ileimese lbabeeis acid
Mrs Ciallete Cbintion,
Fineman - Mo. Sall* Law-
rence, Mrs Jo Led* and Mrs.
Lomas Jobs.
Litembsehip- Mrs. Canoe Hor-
ton, am Cicala Curd, and Mrs.
Loyale Wyatt.
Sunehine - Mra. Nunn*
Coy. lira Getria Hamlett
Mrs. Lorene Styles.
Pubtacaty - Mrs Nett* Mew
P111/111. were merle far the family
Christmas party and potluck sup-
per to be held at the Woodmen
HAZ on Thursday. Decenner &
by Grove 136. °pun 7311 and the
WOW Oamp
During Ma ma* hour =Stab- Silm7 ',Anse Bilker. GallOs HAWenema 4 kraold tea *xi asengs- CAM* Minton Mori Robertson,noolkor armies we eteved by Nettle K. JO Leslie HeMrs Het** Robeeis and Mks Robiente, Canna Ronan Genitelikhaki Lamaer limiret. Ocala Curd, Roadie
Members present were Meschelei Chillancl Chaste Grum MarthaLorena Jobs. Robbie Pada& 0e- tamer, Miss Ruth Lamker, andha Crawford. Kat • Oven:eat, less Kathleen Patterson
Phone 7.3-1917 or 753-4947
Social Calendar
Wrialm, Deerahltii 3
The Marred Manan's Club wall
baire Ss idgentsai stiesaing the
thite &MPS at 7 IS p.bi Mit the
Mead Lia•asinent in charge of
the program. • raceme= be
Ma alter the niedang
• . •
hatemlat Sleasailiar
The Louisiade Chad/ma Thee-
tia production 4 'Bad Shoes"
• be premniedan She Massy
Umisampay auditonuai at aro pm.
Adirsamou oat is Pic per whim
It a sponsored to die Murray'
Wommils Olio
• • •
The Mao sraliY 0ouilike Bridle
Gelb ail meet at 7 30 pm in
des Illasis at, Union Budding Hos-
team erai be Mesdames Andy,*
hadially, Bustene HUM.
am, sad Daie Lew
• • .
Cicapei littaing win be held
at the Kirksey Sahus.d. iponeured
by the PTA at 730 pm Proceeds I
wag uned for special school
pn.jects
Murray Mar Chapter No. al
Mc-
and
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Personals
Me and Lim Dennis Boyd hum
nsunad bloo after amtatme the
Thehhaelaing IslickLya with ame
soh and *ma* Mr amd him
Hide LM Bald and didersa.
Tams, Ls DucelL Mid Jenne.
Threatte they vis-
ited Mr. and Juno KIM of
Leangebb-
S's
Mr. end Mrs. Ned Z. Hagen. of
lake Mode. Ast 2111ents 
 per-
of a son, weighing mom
[munch eight OWX.S. born Not-
30. Pdta Regenkk a. the
fanner Jemmies Garland. daughter
at Bruce and Udine Carat* of
1033 College Farm Road. Both
mother and the baby are dame
fine. Mrs Regenek warted as a
name at the Murray-Candway
County Hospital before her mar-
• • •
Mrs. 0. 8. (Cora) Jonee has
been transferred to the Convales-
cent Divaion of the
bevy County Hospital, from the
awn* Mare die las been •
Weer* since October 5. am is
the mother of 1.tra. Ray RUM,
where ahe has made her home
Jr the het tharaen years, ccid
Mew. John Workman.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs Jon Outbrie and
children, David. Dennis, and Don-
ne, Of Decal, Mick, ware the
Thaniageving hoagies>, gazes of
Ws permits. Mr. and Mrs Howard
autinae, and grandtather.
Harrison.
• • •
Mrs. Larrie Clark
Presents Program
A new member of the Munk
Department 4 Murray Women's
Club, Sara larne Oast, presented
the Pecan= .4th. regular inset-
ing recently Mrs Clerk paged
seleatinne by Chapin and Men-
41011.01111
The roman( almaxed the Rob-
b,' Show and Bake Bale which
Is. deperunent had ispOneored
Mrs Mfd. elairlD•13. !we-
dded * the mewing Ws Jahn
Peen did the devoid*
• • •
MOVING FICTUilla
WASHINCiPOli 1171 -Mao a
rulera toupded, his country* em-
bodies around the world remove
Ilk Portrait argot Omer swab
Bet the Burundi Entraary In
Waailington laid IX) such chore
when young King Mare V was
overthrown this week after flve
mosilbs an the throne of the MY
African nation
-We never mid get his pkture.'
an 9111bb(Mry gPake(011111 Mid Wed-
nesday in pledging support for the
new mime
FEED CH LLD KEN
WASHINCIT.ON CPI -The Agri-
culture Depart/nett a.plionMg to
111%Mloh an esherihishtsi shoal
breekfa.st programa mom atter Jan
1. It was announced toriar
The progran. approved by Con-
gress for a two-year led. would
reach about 150.000 children In min
tows of schools those with a large
esipollment of poor eningliers and
thaw in rural mass e PuPtli
have to travel ions didances thider
current plans. a lamb YOungeter
would get his breakfast free while
*bars would be chained a relative-
ly mall sane for the kid. wiuIdi
Wouid be furnished by the preen-
talent.
Benxi' ntniera clubs in Kentucky
lave a Mal irwenbentarp at nearly
5,000 the Kentucky Oornmarion on
AVM redarto
FOR CvititECT
TIME dild
DAY OR NIC041
DIAL 753,6363
P[OPIiS HANK
of
Murray, Rental( k •
Order of dam Mistern Star will
twee gunny night and • potluck
saw at the Maionic Had as 6.30
pat Senn per Mould brims •
4ne ck,shkg gift Al members and
*es familiar are usysted to *-
to*
• • •
The Woman's Society of Chris-
tian Service soli apomor a hamar
se lise Dearer Communally Center
illeirtang at rune sm. Lad onn-
linianse thrown nine pm. PO(
special orders on baked goads oall
Mrs. Jimmy kiJr.ey 43-4332 or
Aka Donaki Cleaver 2113-0579.
• • •
A bake aide end ruseanage male
will lie beadan tbe budding on
Nast Mein litreet pat east of
Ba.nk of Murray. sponsored tor
Shwa, Amenibiy No 19 Order of
the Rainbow har Oak
• • •
Chapter M 4 the P. it 0. Sis-
terttexid wall meet as mon at
the home of Mrs K B. Banks.
Paducah.
• • •
ilisaday, Demeaber
The Winsome Smithy Belsoni
Oben of the Memorial Baptist
Church sail base a dinner meet-
a1 the Triangle lima 44 6:30
• • •
The riga Baptist Church Wo-
tuan's Miestanary Society wila meet
She church as 9 30 am fog
ihe 11111 promarn m the uer-
• of the seek of prayer fix
foreign Maims
• • •
The Oman& Omni& Chapter of
Boles Sspira Phi mit have a
Mammas party at the home of
Mrs Breda Thomas
The Oaktwater asthma* Clam*
Woman's &maw of Gartman Ber-
ms will meet at the hems of
Mrs. Hume Manakins at seven pm.
• • •
The Ruby Nehe Hardy Circle of
Me First Baptist Church W103
wa meet with Mrs Robert Ilti-
huge= at 7 .30 pm.
• • •
The Annie Armstrong Circle of
die Hoe Begitat Church Wild
MI mart wall /Aka Edgar flarley
at 7 30 pm.
• • •
The aim Grove Beptast
Woman's hlaisionscy BoceMY tr:R
open Ita week of prayer grogram
tit the church at 1 30 pm wall
Ma. alma Colima as the imam
. . .
Emoday, Dateather
The Gem Gravest Circle of the
Flat Preditdesean Clatern win
meet sa the tame 4 Mrs Henry
114tesiar as 9.29 am
The Cakenty Leounty Rein*
Teachers Amocisison wilt oust at
the Murree -Qidinerar OosiuM 
rary at 2.30 pm Mrs. W. &
Cart* Ma be Ma measSer.
• 9
nle 14:19(9C MOOD Circa of the
Fine Baptist Church WhIS wan
meet at the home of Mrs. Thomas
Hogareamp at 7 30 pm Mrs.
Clairie Hague show Ades at
her trawls to the Haty land
el • •
The tilutautian Homemakers Club
will meat at the home 4 Mra.
Joe Hostord, 1411 Bel Monte Drive.
ste pm A prelim* supper will
be sawed
• • •
The Woman's Screety of Chia-
311nBetsioeof the Itra Methodist
Church w* meet at ate church
St ten win
llie Goshen Methodist Church
Woman's Sontety of Chrbitain
fu4.4 P*14T•  WIRIVJujis 
ace *I meet at the home of
Mrs. James White At 7:30 pm.
The Jamie Luchook Circle of the
Mat Presbyterian Church will
me* at Is. home 4 Mrs. Henry
McKenna at 12 noon fax the
Choutnase luncheon and exchange
of gate.
• • •
Murray Amami* No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
at the Masunac kiall at amen pm.
An marathon 1111i be held.
• • •
The Kim Grove Baptist Church
WAIN will meet at the church Si
1.30 pin Mrs =de Megan will
he program Wider.
• • •
The Fait Latina church WS
• aontinue as ubserviince of
the week of lawyer for foreign
nameeme at 9.20 am.
• • •
'The Dela Department of the
ILurrey Woroaals Club will meet
tee the club blouse ai 7.30 pm.
Hostesses well be Mestiames Eu-
gene Marry. P & Crawford, A. D
Buttenamik Holmes hies, Ber.. J.
I Hodok, and Masa Cams Eagle.
• • •
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the home at Mrs. Howard Bran-
don, Hanel Road, at 730 p.m.
Hastames tell be Mesdames Bran-
don, Wm Fandrich. and Clar-
is Outdand.
• • •
Group I of the First Clitletian
Clairch CWP w21 meet M the
borne at Mrs. W. J. takes* ist
Moo pm. Mrs. Dao Hutson and
her speech etudenta will present
a Cieheasell
• • •
Group II of the Fret Chrialan
Churdh OWF wall meet with Mrs
Plunk Waimea:ft end Mrs. Arlo
apronger at am p.m.
• • •
Group IV of the Pinot Chran
Church CWF will meet ..Lb Mn
Halph Woods M. ten am
• • •
Weineedas. Dasember 7
The Paton Mothers Club will
mast as ISO pm. st the mina
MM. Keen Outiand's sixth grade
• present the peamen.
• • •
The Ohm day luncheon se be
gen ed ad noon at the 01111011•3
County 5k4A15027 Club Hostages
wel be hiestunes Wisely Damn,
Ones Valentine, Jr. L L Vane
Jr_ Pea Windrum, Weft Purdoin.
Jr, Hunt Smock. Robe* Mow
and Magi Odtley
• • •
Mrs. Harry Russell
Hostess For .Vfeet
Of Pottertown Club
Mrs Harry Ru.'e U opened her
borne at IMO Popeu axed for
the meettho of the PuttertOwn
MIIIMMOtere Olub held Wednes-
day November 49, at ten-thirty
teakwit in the morning
The presider& Mut Cioldia art
presalcied and in her corrunenta
stressed Sr each of us to asks
bole Sr wait think. May read.
worship, Mends love, dresin.
• gh and Pim
Mrs Bessie Oorm, cukural
charmen. gave the devotion on
"Whet The Ten Ocerznandments
Mean 'Po Us- and closed with
Prlikrer
The major project ismon Jr
the rnotith an -Learreog To Re-
claim' Goof Qua*, Materials"
• pressiated In a very Losers*.
eng way by Mra Who Parker.
Mrs Baelada Weather. area
tension merit. wee presented and
eaVe medal ouninents and in-
torualiao an the current =Lege-
ton prows= and isisons.
A potluck dinner was 'erred 54
the noon War from the dining
table centered with a lovely de-
coration In the Chr.atenas theme.
Plans were made Jr the Quist-
am dinner to be Mid at Is.
Murray Woman's Club Mum on
Vierbsesday December 14. at 10:30
▪ Gdee we be exchanged.
Twelve members and one Ma-
ce, Mew Wrather, were present.
Plans Completed By
Miss Kathy Kyle
For Her Wedding
'Haus have been compleetod Jr
the wedding ,of Mles Kathy Kyle,
daughter of Mrs. Kathryn Kyle of
Murray, LanrY 0. Wade. son of
Mr. and Airs. Wiles K. Wade of
Paris, Tenn., to be adeennlaed on
Seturtio,, December 3, at, ten
o'dlock in use Afternoon in the
mrectusry of the Fir* Medics:list
Church.
FON Lloyd Rainer, molder of
die Munch, wall perform the
date* rug ceremony A program
of Dupuis maw will be present,
ed by Mrs Richard Farrell, or-
phase,. ond Mrs. Wiliam Cald-
well, sWata
Maw Kyle will be given in mar-
rude by her grottier-ul-lem,
Henry of Seuelate Beach,
kla, and box attendants wad be
Mrs Keliey G. Woods., matron of
honor, Miss Ceithy Beach of Mi-
meo. Lit, uoud of honor, Mrs.
Wahl= R. Henry. Salakite Beech.
Fla., deter of the boitie-elect, Miss
Dane Vaughn, Min Bewerty
Brooke. and Mem Virginia Wade
of Pans, Team. aster of an
groom- elect , bIlde(COILXIIIL
Dale Cherry of Pari., Tenn.,
will be best nem for Mr. Wade.
Ushers will be Matti Reynolds of
Paris. Tenn., Jeiry Hail of Cam-
den, Tenn , James Inbar 01 Per*
Texan. Steve Sexton and Danny
Illx, both of Murray
Pollowing the cereenom, a re-
• wall be hell at Me aortal
hail of the church
All friends and reauves are in-
vited to extend both the wedding
and reception
• • •
Miss Pamela Ross
Honored At Shower
At The Club House
Pamela Ham, December
laide-rslect of Cad Thomas Mite,
was the honoree at • delightfully
panned miscellaneous shower
Ewen at the Murray Woman '3
Club House on Illeatiy. Novn-
be' 20. at seven o'clock in the
evening
The Maiming hadeessa for the
ocandon were Met Gail Morris.
• Haas Pool, and Mrs. Chalon
Lassiter. arsIMMI by Mrs. Brent
Marts
Tor the priloupths1 event the
honoree Mom to wear from her
traMeasu • yellow WEE Mt=
dn.( and AM was presented I
love* cordageof white ornations
by Is.bauteaess
Me Gaud Rom mother of the
billele-deat. wore kr die occasion
a oninberry wad drew and Mrs.
Cart Wee. the nuan-electi mo-
ther, aim attired in a three piece
blue moat somentele. Their hooters-
ea* Olt ccessegui were of white
carraills*
Oatess were played with the
reciplanta of the prises being Mrs
Climbs Bois and Mess Shirley
Cootwah *to presented the gifts
to the honoree
The honoree opened her on.
Mach lad been placed on a table
overlaid with a drawn wort band-
made white linen Moth and con-
tend with a large white wedding
belt.
Redreahments were served from
Us. beautaluily appousted title
droned with a Mate len cloth
over red taffeth aid centered with
an ananitement of red canistions.
white Mock, greenery, and two
sliver bens ranked by red burn-
ing males. The appointments
were On crystal Ltuilvedual caikes
derionated with real rosebuds, red
punch. conaWand nuea were serv-
ed
Atermansitely Sorty-eive persons
Imre premien or sent gift&
• • •
IMMIGRANT AWTSD
CANBERRA WO --Satellite Gs-
*. a,11-pear-ail legisetrant Irian
Yugadallet. Was bild Jr trial to-
day ea classes at glandirg was-
_______ EMI LIAN Plisse ban-
ister Hsrohl Holt
Polies mid Clajtc was arrested
Nov. XI while (servals a aweed-oelf
0-aaliber rifle and ammunition in
a suitable.
Lazaskis
Witli100t4..0
IF 1 AK
*HERE
WET-
hmosci
•Nr.
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Give the Plain Jane a Chance
By Abigail Van Buren
EISAR ABBY: WIlls dm school to ten my lasthand be Ls asaing a
socal season just o3mmess.4ne. you lad esaintee for GILT 11011. 1314 4
would be eking a real service to
remind girls not to Paw is boy
hist became hell abort Thru high
:4104 and coBege a truly wonder-
ful fellow tried mark tines to OVA
ma HO was bright. enell-fied. Mad.
and bad a great s of humor
tea he had one -fault." Be was
shadier than I. So I never went
out with him. Weil, I married one
at du I. brawny athletic stars.
lie's conceited, lam, end dumb. We
Live from hand to mouth
The abort baneIs 403W • leg,
ductradull protenalonal man. &d-
immed and reepectied by all. He mar-
clad a beautiful girl who paltavely
isloote half-a-head
than he is, but notxrlydepend to
notice. She lives in luxury and has
status and smarty. Bern' Uwe I
see tar I think, -There but for
my 14/41/1 it:biting= go I." Print
Shia ManyszIrlei can lean from it.
mptsisei THE BOAT
DEAR M 1 : And Ratting
el boats that have bees
1st% lea at the goys whore left
Ihmikselves on the dock.
I refer to fellows who wormed a
girl became she was a Utile lee
Mork or tail, or skinny, or PI1191111..
Ski. =ay have been Intelligent, tint
lots or han and eager to plea*
but became she had teas- thran -
Wetly limbs, or an tenths-tans le
tammiesims she was by parsed.
These men married the imialltal-
bat-dansb girls. And when the
beastly ladled Mere was nothing
left.
Sas now that the ache* moild
seems la commencing by., Met
seam& Give the plain girls •
change. Yon say Ile reanalyse a
favor haat will Last sheet IS out.
• • •
MAR ABBY: My husrand re-
fuses to tie his shoebrew Ile Maps
Into ha etsces and 545 Is. aces
dews We have a son in the 2.
wine who lets has hoes drag cm
purpose. when I tell Um to 1*
*Pan he WM. "Daddy dont"
Sc- I don't know tobat to MY
or do. At school the ahlidnit1 fin
arodod on notecase, and junior al-
lays ast • black mat tresieuse hie
star lane are never Lied lar Wed
doesn't help
Bo how do you train a Mild la
tie his laces when his father doeinl?
And When he giveri me this "Daddy
don't" (aft, Meat du I ay?
BRAT /ECU
DEAR BEAT: When Ma boy AMA
"Daddy don't," say. "1 hasea-bet
daddy sHOULD. And Darkly to lee
ba for me to Rpm* AO Twins
not!
• • 0
DEAR ABBY: My hatood does
dm land of wart ttat, *gee Iglu
into nonce everyday. He's very
friendly and a good taker He Is
*ways coming borne willa die mine
°home thene written down by
the lady he's worked for Id day.
I didn't mind too much when he
Nought tunethe dunes some
remedies Srgall donut indigesi-
tan, 'gad ulcers. BM yeeterilaytie
baguets me the risme of soinettitia
* Weems recommended for-of al
oonstlimided
aft, I dm% Mee far beraband
to dials my mamma Mils Miser
women. Phase print Ibis Maybe
be will me it and realise how dis-
ending It is My omatIpseacm.
deed
La-
! Don't print my MUM. I am
thansal enough.
BAN ANTt WIC)
'rambled? Write M MO", Box •
01/700. Los Angeles, Oil MOO Par
a personal reply. turime Mansod.
self-a enddremod velope.
4
•
0
• • •
For A bby 'a booth& 'Hew to Ham
a Lovely Wedding." mad Abildi
Bwx 91755, Les Angeles. OM WM
1111(1SlIAN
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
Murray, Kehtunity
Sunday at 11:041 1-111.
2nd Wednesday at CH P.M.
- AU. Wia..00/1U1 -
The Bible Speaks to You
Station WNB8 - 1340 KC
Sunday at 8.15 amnaiumaaanuomuaw
Now la The Time To Plant
PANSIES
Nice Plants _ 10. ea.
SHIRLEY FLORIST
5041 No. 4th Street
Thomas L Hopkins, D.M.D.
Announces the Removal of Flu Office
to
204 South 6th St.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Of rice tiours
By Appointment
Telephone
753-6234
--TONIGHT
KIDDIE'SKORNER
10' OFF on ENTIRE STOCK
Bete een 5 and 8 O'clock - December
1 3 OFF on BOYS SWEATERS
YONI(SIIT ONLY
1/3 OFF on GIRLS COATS
Kiddie's Korner
t Main Street
•
I p
•
•
•
•
I
:ear
t_
-401 a••••
.7
•
• -411111asa.
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CLASSIFIED ADS GET RESULTS
• Rt IY • tIFLL•RFNT • ,1/VA P • 1-11PF • RI IY • c;FLL• RENT • SWAP • HIRE • BUY • SELL•RIT"fir•
PIANOS FOR Callia&PMAS. Story
and Clark. Grand Low over head,
terms. Reed's Mesita Manor, 5 miles
Bo. of Benton, an Benton-Mayneid
Road at Harvey. Opon evenings,
Sundry 1:30 to 7:00. Dec. 31-C
40 ACRE FARM on Highway 61. 2
miles west of Lam Grove, across
1, road from Crittenden% Chiccery
dee la D. Cook Phone 402-6127
0-3-P
•
CHRISTMAS Thank ail gas and
pnoes.A 753-63110 or 1502 &Wry
4-B22WOOM HOUSK, near whoa
fur 17,000.00. Call 753-8102 or 753-
6421 or 753-62X3. D- 2-C
REXOISTERED A. K. C. German
eptierd pup, 7 inoraths, Mao 1957
Plymouth, station wagon. V-a watt
hom just been tuned-up. Will-
new selt tires, see Ames
Hamilton or phone 753-4.516. D-6-C
SPOTS before your eyes—on your
new carpet — remove them with
Blue Lustre Rent electric alimen-
t/neer el. Starks Hardware. 0-3-C
1560 MODEL House Trailer. Two
amine and porch added to front.
Can be moved Si two trips. Electric
beat, Masted Si Paw aamenimilly.
Iles Max iiey, Murray route two.
D-3-C
SIAMESE KTrIENIS meat Christ-
mas hat all year Registered, cham-
pion lines aesure quality Health
guarantee Stud service, holiday
eixaschnc Kayneli Oats, 753-71114.
T-P-0
11
•
•
1965 ALODEL 41441W-WrIn noodal
NOTICE
PRANKIE aleCILUIRR now em-
ployed at tam Perlonality Beauty
Shop. Call 753-5461 tar appoint-
ment. 0-3-P CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express nay deep Ap-
ia YOUR str8214D818 for 50Ael promatuon and mania for ail those
Busiguisses Si For confident- win aasistedin vi y way to lielP
service write or call. Pact-finder exanguarb the thanes from the Ore
System, Sikeston, Missoun. 0-6-C by ros home on Tueeday. A mean
thank you is expressed to the Pm-
nary Divon, the Rescue Squad,
and all the mg/Moors who 'lecke-4
so lard to keep Ins fire from spread-
ing to roma* buildings,
Mrs. Pearl E. (berry
ITC
WANTED
WANT Ralik TO and from Padu-
cah Tilghman Trade Schcol. 5 days
a week. Call 763-6364, after 5 p.
0-2--C
OPEN HOUSE: Holiday (Seal deco-
rationa for all, Saturday Dec, 3,
10:00 a, m.-4.00 p. in. Ruth's De-
cam MO N. lath. 0-3-0
MONEY PROBLEMb? ?
Ara you having problems fl-
nar.cang a new home? Is the
dcani payment a problem? If
so, write us about financing on
yam new homes We have the
know bow. For a financial pro-
gram to meet your needs. Write:
The Rimini Co.
12.1 S. sunset Circis
HopMnsville, Ky. 42244
H- ITC,
PERSONALLY STYLED floral de-
corations tor any 00:11810111: custom-
made candled. Oonagea, house de-
oar, Wade* service, omstesplacto.
pasty elaborations. Roth Embryo',
Ruth's Durum 75a-6606. Den-19-C
- — ---
Rsindar $37.30 to 4$I6 lostruments glaCTR°LUX "Lige les
on Special at 41.3.50. flat Ulps. 12 Rol 213, Murray, Ky., C. IL 800d-
pewee roily. Chuck's Music Center. sr& Ph" 382-3176 148nillr. KY'
0-6-C -Dec. 21-C
_
YOU'RE mELoodEE at tbs serried'
beginning wedoestivy, NOS'. 30 at
the Aria Aemally of Chid Church.
EVangellat Lamy Meade a going to
GIBSON GUITAR MA arrived,
EB-330-TD with awe. IS-330-11)
cherry. Ilan line morlak, hie time
SEMI-RETIRED MAN OR WOMAN
To Carry Ledger eic Tirrtes Paper Route
Apply at Ledger & Times Office
tfnc
Attention Boys!
An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the -Ledger  & Times office
NOTICE
Lerman's Annual Friendship Night
MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th
— 6 to 9 p.m. —
1O'( Discount On All Purchases
DOOR PRIZE: AN ELECTRIC BLANKET
FREE
G.E. Color TV
TO BE GIVEN AWAY DEC. 24th NOON
CLIMAXING OUR
BIG
MOBILE HOMES SALE
IN PROGRESS NOW - COME BY AND RFX)It3TER
NO PURCHASE NECESSAY
FREE AUTOMATIC WASHER
NEW 1967
2-Bedroom _ _ _ _ _ 10-Wides  $2795
NEW ivs Low as
3-Bedroom 12-Wides  $3695
mobile home, completely furnished, guarantee 2 pieoe uojy Wondor fd
reed nice, priced to mall at $3800.00, Ctuistiusa present. Ohlick's Music
56 feet long, 10 feet wide. Locausl Center. 0-5-C
Hale Trailer Court and Lock Shop,
phone 733-5060 13-3-C
ROOK & ROLL portable electric
organ. rim. model. More demon-
strator. Regular $405.00—Ohristmas
tilpegal /4440.50, one piece only.
Chuck% Mask Center. 0-3-C
ORE REPOOSEEMEID Moser sw-
ing machine, Morld /bath & Saw 66
console mold. gide per month pay-
ments Senses Sewing Machine
Center
FOR SALE OR s.nyr-e unit mo-
tel near Para Landing State Park.
Baxter Perry Realty Co., Pane,
Tern. Telephone 901-643-5816
0-8-C
PIANOS, itaktwin Organs, Guitars,
Amplifiers, Magnavox Stereos, TVs,
Remade, Band instrtairents. "Tour
Oompiate Music Store", acmes tram
pest althea Thai Lonardo Piano
Oompaion, Paris. Tennessee. 11.-1TC
1866 OALAXIE 600. Excellent eon-
541 conder trade. Call
753-4657 after 5 p. in. 0-3-C
1953 FORD 2-door, green "6", good
motor. goad oondaion, radio. heater,
$65.41). 1967 Ford 2-duor hard-top.
blue and "bite, good motor, gaod
aindition radio and heater, peed
whitewall Urea, 3160.00. Sae at 954
and Vine, Mr. Kaaey. D-5-P
CliRISTIlaLaS SPECLAIS! Guitars,
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY NEW MOBILE HOME
FROM NOW TO DEC. 24th
YOU MUST PRESENT THIS AD
Many New Models and Decors in Spankh, Mediter-
ranean, Early American and Contemporary.
Low as
DINKINS MOBILE
HOMES
1 Mlle East on Lake HI-Way 79
Paris, Tenn. Phone 942-4891
"You Just ('an't Get A Better Deal Anywhere"
tea bow he wips mead to "Cave"
college because of God's special
blessing upon bun. Paator Wenn
wants you to tee, at twine via:,
you oome to hear Bre Meade
Where at? 'That's at 8. 10th said I
I Gleirdale Rd., Murray. D-lo-c I
ViaLLIGNE 4ORC1AN a now em-
Moral at Joan's Beauty Shop ot
Oolderater and Invites her friends
to call on Me there. Special tron
December 5 to 10 ma peananen.
warm. 410.0 tor $4.00 For up-
peindmects eel 41111411015 or 469-
361.1. 0-2-C
5?itabtl,--$1.00 and under Clanst-
aim gifts Ideal stoddni stuffort.
flonand Drugs. east Ads of cou.t
SOM. 0-11-C
rOR J41447
:MALL CABIN, oompletely furn-
ished in Panorama Shone. Gail
Mayfield. 247-29113 days or 274-6416
nights. H - D- 3 -C
THREE ROOM unfurnished apart-
ment, 601 Olive. Cell 763-7n2.
0-2-C
11011114-1100"4 siewlment tulturn-
Weilege bath, Wrote argranx.
1410 P. Phone 711144%. 0-5-C
3-111191M10011 UMW MN Main.
Central Mr and heat. Oall 781-3S'12
13-3-C
LOST & F0040
LOMT: Basta and ian terrier dog,
small ensue, vaccinated with tag
Nb. 77624. answers to King Call
753-7131. 0-3-C
LOST Red Tick female hound,
about two years old U you have
any information of the dog's atiere-
about& please rail 763-3306. 0-3-C
LOST: A largo male dark brindle
Platt Mound. Loot near Coles Camp
Ground Chumb. 527-8264
At Th. moy...
"MR C94/1Toi. ANA., DRIV11:-1:11
intonmallos dad 751411114 anytime.-
i70
PULP WANypr.
BE ASSUME of money for first of
year hIlla—part time wort —no ex-
periential alamatry Write Avon Mgr.,
Mrs Eteillyn L. Brown. Shady Grove
Rd. Markin, Ky 11-12-3-C
WANTLD TO BUY
WANTED to boy, a western type
saddle and blanket Phone 753-4796
P
CASH OW THANKS
We the family of the late Nellie
Throuot wish to empress ow sincore
thanks and appreolatkin for the
kindness and .0,-mixithy shown to
te Miring the ailiwe and death of
oar toyed one.
lapecally do we want to tha.ik
Rev C E Ward. the Rutledge
Funeral Homer and others who
partic prated
The Wred Perry family
11T
HOG MARKET
Foderal Fame Martet News Service
Dec 2, 1995 Kentuoiry Par-
the.,. Area Hog Market Report In-
elude. 7 Buyiug aimions.
Receipts 700 Head, Barrows and
Onto Steady, Sows Steady.
U. 8. 1-2 190-210 lbs 519 76-20 75;
U. 8, 1-3 190-230 lbs 31910-30.60;
U. 8. 2-3 235-no 318.59-49.50,
SOWS:
U. S. 1-2
U. S. 1-3
U S. 3-3
2.0-360 km
350-460 he.
460-600 lbs.
316.00-17 ;
$15.00- 14.110;
114/30-16 00,
OBSERVE ANNIVERSARY
WASMDKIT001 105 — The Am-
vets will mite the 58th annaveneary
of the Wrote n Pearl Harbor wah
a cent/now Eallainlay at the tomb
of Qie Unlinsurtia tn Na-
Wald Oeinalery A lac Andenion,
national coarriander of the veter-
an, organisation. will Mace a area-
El at the tomb
2
.4•711.01•71.
D501;;ET LIT:Kt-EL YT/TRE
I(
WBOLE• 9UT
MS/Ness, -KILLER"! 'i'141 )1
Hospital Report
Census — Adults  10
61 Inca --- Nursery .. 3
atekamesione, usemalter 1, 194e
Mr. Ewing Oothe Stubblet
Route 2, hazel; Mrs. Ruby L.
moL:40.01. Route I, Lynnvilae, Mrs.
Jane Vey Letrio, Route 4, Kit-
wood Drive, Murray; Baby bay
iamb, Route 4, Kirkwood Dime,
smarmy , Ara. Dorau, E. Glenn,
italtile I. LisAbent,EVisk , Ma. Pat-
noa. Ann Willett, Route 2, Mur-
ray; Mali, Nancy Taormina, 421
Staab ail Street, Murray; Mrs.
Moms lemson, Route 1, Mislay'.
Mn,, Nancy Jo Yarborough, Route
6, Mornay, Maa, Hester SiiM6. Rt.
6, Murray,
lidamlasaM December 1, 1966
Mrs. lands crowsh, Rout* 4,
Murray. Mr. Alva &noes amid-
ant, Route 1, Farmington, Mrs.
Geneva Ferguson. 1006 &harp,
Murray Mrs Euki that, Rotas
4, Murray. Mrs. Effie Adorns, Ra.
2, Planinnieton; Mr John Robert
Evans, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs Rose-
mary Told, Route 2. Murray; Mr.
J. M. Hillman .Expired), Route 5,
Murray.
1
ERGE CAMPAIGN
IVASFILVOTON rs — The Ra-
tioned Research Council believes a
nationwide campaeto is needed to
out down on accidents—"the neg-
lected ditecase of modern society."
In a report made public Sunday
it note(' that amidental Injuries
were Hie Wailing cause of death a-
mong Atnericans between the ages
at 1 and M.
The council proposed first gad
training for everyone beyond the
fifth grade; comilarstan Of heli-
copter ambulance aerobes Sisparse-
ly settled areas; more puglie tele-
phones on public tughwes wish
designation of a single telephone
ramber to be oath everywhere to
gammon an ambulance; and crea-
tion by the S Public Health
Service at a nottone.1 institute of
tram injury.
SCUANTIFIC MEIHOD
DIJD/HT, Rogland aLPS — A com-
puter will peoli Wore/maw Colleac. .
beauty mann hamuse monis of toe
cardailisala said they Wore too any
00 applies ilsagoy mimosas.
Mem and tbay Moulins some
judges aught be based
80 data on the 70 girl will go
Mao 1li5s outran/4er on Dec. 10, as
will the ammilailons at 70 teach-
ers on what they cossider stie alma
The contestarall tithe saw* Mosel),
matches the complbilleas will wio.
The data the eareelyeltar Sworrh
includes she MAW dad stalhabos.
Only auditors approved by the
ass. somi of Education may m-
eth iamb al local school detracts.
1-Brick-carrying
device
4•F all short
11-Prust's
vestment
11 Female sheep
12 Poker stake
13 Fuel
15 Cunt
17 Large tub
19 Negatne
20 Pussessive
Pronoun
22-Sonless mine
23 Metal plate
25 Lamprey
26-F,.
27 Exist
24-Sea eagle
29-Succor
30-01d pronalen
31.1Uppie
33-Sy rnbet Sir
tellurians
354-ar4e4 Mot
36-River iM1541
375ink Si Toddle
3t-Frolic
40-Connentlion
41-Mali Beer
42 Young tor
43-1, ,41
114-14, • A. el
45)-'de' i ,te article
od animal
47 ..00lly
50-F
52-Cat if meal
14 In favor of
55 Ocean
14-Faushes
117.Traogrrss
DOWN
1-Pronoun
a_
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 2 in debt
3-Death
4 Novettres
50u, no matter
Much
6-Pronoun
7 Smooth
11 Likely
9 French article
10 Tule
14 Labor
16 And so forth
(sob,
16 Plear
21 Flag
22 flashy clump
23 Pernd of time
24 anger
25 Sidurorre
26 C,,,at
28 Before
29 M muss.. high
31 Trond
32 Young goat
33 CS 'ese pagoda
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzhe
DUllLICIVOTL.
vists ovion EIDU
Frr..;vciracinnuriparid:lia jf7621::31
r:19.37fSrii[i t-
mmudr. mart;uue,
einnrirr.? rarriGisq
LOU 1802[2p ricu
riEstflE.ir
34 Urge on
35 Possested
37•SLu4as of
ieather
38 tale',,,
39 Paths
40 Part of leg
41 Bright star
43-Mehan
mulberry
44,Lontainers
44"0leek* fent(
47 Cover
48 Prefu three
49 Vast age
51 Pronoun
53-Pre5eetten
I 2 3 --:•:44
;•......
'L..
5 6 7 v.:4XF! 9
I r
46
'..::' ",:,;:er:113
4.
it
rioV.,::::1111
••••.';
4 1441:•':"•"4 22
) 4 '':'-.4.75 4.44
:
4:.
26
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CI-0 MAILI HAVE
THIS
BIRTHDAY
CARD To
IRMA
IT'S A -UGH- STINK
BOAAS ! LET'S GET OUT
OP MEltE '
Tdok1 GET Lc•i•r,
ANS) YOU'RE FIRCID AS MY
CAMPAIGN
Instr. Ly Unotad Featoa'e SyndIcaaa, us.
BOY—THAT
ZIP CODE
SURE WORKS
FAST
peitE GO FIFTY Cf YOUR. ,
• SURE " VOTESI, KIT eakiti:ON
OWASS AWA";
VIHUT RIOHT HAS '10' GOT TO IP44,105/
TM' 3 Fotaimoms 0' BACHILLORH000—
FREEDOM RUM WORK, FREE00?•1 FUM
NAGGIN: AN' FRIII.S.DOM PUPA NAVIN'
TO BATHE. R1EGULAR ? — y00—
A MARRIED MAN
4
Cala-
6 •••••
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•
.s.or\ANA?.-2A MARRED)
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"AM OZZ
Russell Missed;
Vandy Wins
Without Lee
By JOE GERGEN
UPI Sparta Writer
Michigan flopped withal its Shp.
lan inatharill stanegad to Saila a
Sow with a oigt at Wee WHIM
All-Amerloas Omni Rasa af
klichips and Clyde Let el Vander-
6811
•
-
LEDOIZI & TI1666 EIRTVOILY
bilt, wire annul the Saar thinned diamplora leacted Mara emotionally •
its Itiar-morgh stand Thum- eis mem Tem proyokelbnekees. 113
daytn M°ungagnight ThebtliW°Ive"ntadie CI°1133t111 4:42.:°WiririmilInnearleawere"le8=6 nb; Hard; Pirates 121-65; McPherson Gets 30wasted little time In turning their variety and Tennessee kamossed
that thtol ranked Kentuoky might 9
pLAN-Intt wtth Szn Franctsoo in the
Dektkite the /ma cif Lee. nnw encounter more diffh-olty than ea- picked In 67peeled in the Soortheastenn Ocn-
National Basketball Ass:canon, terence this te,e,„
Reath Tomas and Ron Green. Van- Texas Western Winner
Ay bushwhacked aninkbus Western The „thee three members a the
Kentucky 76-70 m 'be wale's( furl" top 10 to see action fared a good
when the maw allow t 
are 
ailt•Ibill aa the ion of yriagsail, a mamba- of Dodgers Hit MSU Racers Romp Oyer Georcria
thoughts to the future.
reversal of the night Western Ken- deal better De,fehdans NeAA atom_
bid* had been ranked ninth in the
UMW Pre s International pre-
season Mthya.
the defending Big Ten
Fins
'n
Feathets
By Ed and La Sada
Everything is perfectly normal this mornin We start, as
usual. by correcting yesterday's mistakes Bill Mohundro's
"Howdy" is one-half Bluetick, one-half Walker. We finished
the story near midnight Wednesday night, and without n
otes,
so it's surprising that we came that close. We were thinking
of Dale Garland's -Little John", who is three-quarters Walk-
er and one-quarter Redticf.
Naturally we got all the wrong breeds but could only re-
member the 34 and 14 With the performance -Rowdy". Black
ie". "Jim" and -Moose" turn in consistently, does it really
matter what breed? We are definitely in the minority with
our opinion on this subject, but we're still old-fashioned
enough to believe, in the final analysis. it is the day by day
throughout a lifetime results that proves the worth of man
or dog We have rto quarrel with diplomas. registration papers
and such. They are to be prized highly because It takes years
of hard work and patience to acqutre either, we're only saying
it takes more than breeding and papers to make the com-
pletely good animal Many. 11 not all, of you hunters have one
or more registered hounds but we believe you'll agree it's
daily performance you want, whether the hound is registered
or a grade hound. Rignt' We will get calls on this you can
bet! That is our intention. We value your opinions.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Phillips, we are glad For once we
were right We put the correct boy on the aiestroyer. Thanks
for your call Vt.-. Phillips — we :waren you would be surpns-
ecl When we're sure we have the correct boy we want to tell
aur friends about "Princess". the Labarador retriever. We en-
;oyed the story about her first point.
• • •
We are sorry to report this, as the 
photographers have
been working for days trying to brin
g the pictures out with
no success We're referring to the 3 
a m picures we tong of
Neil York. Joe Pat Jones, Ronald 
Phillips and Dale Garland
with their hounds and coons. Boys, 
we are truly sorry—even
more than vou, we believe We have n
ever even seen the nega-
tives but Mr Tubbs tells us we ru
ined the film in taking
• them out of the camera We have
 learned a few things since
that mistake. If you'll bring your 
hounds and your next
'catch" we promise you some good pi
ctures Any hour is fine
with us We are better prepared now
 — and wiser!
• •
Last Monday we began trying to ge
t the picture of Ed
Collie's "big catch" of fish In the colu
mn and haven't succeed-
ed yet. But right or wrong we're 
running it today, so get set'
Ed Collie and wife, Lee, with their 
two children. Zachary
and Karen. spent the Thanksgiving holiday
s in Apalachicola,
Florida. visiting Lee's parents, Mr. and Mrs
. Willie Dykes. In
the picture below you will see Ed's f
ishing buddies and their
catch of 23 Speckled Trout and the 
Whiting fish which we're
not counted. If you don't see Ed in the 
picture, he is playing
cameraman at the moment He helped catch 
the fish. If you
doubt it, you should hear his "fish storie
s" We can vouch
for THESE fish (as we saw them, iced 
down.) but not for the
three -monsters" that got away
Ed Collie would like to thank Mr Arthur
 Coulter and
o W Dykes for the- hospitality, companionship and the use
of their boat and supplies Mr. Coulter and 
Mr Dykes NW
commercial oyster-men. Mr. Dykes Is the eldest 
brother of
Lee Collie We hope the gentlemen enjoy 
the picture and
maybe — even the article.
mon Texas Western shinned Siam
Hants State 78-54, lath-ranked
M•churan Stste tospd with Western
Mleturan and Houston defeated Al-
buquerque 96-84
Jerry Southwoocl. • 6-2 maw,
took firm command of the lead role
for Vanderb It scoring a team high
'C'S 22 trews and directing die veil-
drilled tleVeleh their
nerve Pissing del'berate be& Tan-
dy ripened up a 36-30 lead at
time said never trailed theninetae.
SouCetwood sank 12 free throws
in as many attempts as the Mot-
mind itlit000ers favored to sweep
the Ohio Valley Conference anti
make a rtronz rur. for national hon-
ors, desperately touted trying OD get
the bail (lens Haskins moored 24
for Western Kentucky whose cap-
tain Dwight Smith. was injured in
Ow Sat halt and at cat the re-
mainder at the pone.
The IStamell-bus Wolverines bat-
tled itimassitee on even tarns for
• half. trailing 34-33 at Intermis-
an. lai the yok bettor open the
gams in the second half be the
shng of Ron Widby, who lathed
27 points on 13-frw134 accuracy from
the field
Palacio Wortley Star
David Palacio a 6-2 auger. and
1.8 Willie Warner wrred 15 pants
spisce to poor the Tema Samilbrirn
rout 5Schigen State thr Egg Ten
favcrite now that Rumen I gone.
tom 15 payers against astern
Micluarn itrid 13 of the npartants
Staftred
Hig Eight Conference defender
Kansas oversrbekned Arloomas 73-
57 behind Rol Bohneratistrs 25
points
Junior Larry Mier. held score-
Isms in the first haf, toned in 18
sena after intennimion to lead
tiara Canons to a 76-85 triumph
arar Clemenn in an Atlanta Ocala
r -threnre content
Illawattere. W'rlior, guard Bak
that Isrearne the highest snorer
'hiNistavoW history by =am34
in name* the Scarlet Wrilattla to
a 119-43 wan over Pennetylwarda .
Lens Gardner mink • free throw
with dm seconds lett to give Min-
nesota a 110-51) victory over Kansas
State . sophomore laden Ohio
Sate utast Buithr 75-81 Geor-
gia Tech routed Southern Metho-
dist 87-70 with the aid of an alert
bad - havetileet defense Rich
Desschsy pumped in 21 paints -.a
Misaland bothered Pam FRate 76-
52f . anal Days anthem •
senior on as sued. anima Wake
Porto 76-413
, Tiger. Laker
Frosh Meet
Last Night
The Merresi /It h Pr'-.-- MS
Calistab (aunty iliniannan
salon ast SOIL wUh
the lamer WS coma* out s Ina
42 to 31
Pat Lamle led - *mem with ill
:Ibings. Maar added '7 points for
(hammy.and habing and Osborn
sat looesd 5
Albert Scott was high Point Man
tor Murray with 10 points Williams
Mond Mx, and Hudipath hal 5
Miners, ad during sat of thi
fame with the wore being tied only
owe at 4 to 4
Canoway
Murray
10 34 75-42
7 16 311-37
Arthur Coulter and G. K. Dykes af 
Apalachicola. Florida, with the "big catch". FA °Me 
helped catch the
nat ha Sal in Ihm picture. Be it 
speranag tie camera.
By RUDY CERN-ROYI
"'tilted Press International
PITriSSURGH — First Sandy
Rotifer. Itbeet Tommy Davis and
now Maury Wilts- -all within a taio-
week span m which the Las Ange-
Doditers underwent • complete
overbaul and the Pittsburgh Pirates
became pennant faingstes for 1967
The Pirates ILOCIllirell Wins, the
all-time rextrd base-stealer from
the Dodger+ Thu:roles' nadst for
thud basemen-outhekier Bob Bail-
er and rookie shortstop Gene ISE-
cheet
"Well play Will, at third base,"
said an bated Joe L Brown, gen-
eral manager CA the Palates 'Vie
thick we're wetting one of the treat
Mayers of the mule trills played
on • championship San ad sea-
son and we went hint to par with
• chairrinionship team sad asammt."
The Dodgers have undergone a
drastic transformation stnoe Woo-
fs:, sinner of the Oy Young Alward
announced his retirement New 13
bemuse ot his arthritic lett arrn
On ThesklaY Man ire Dodgers dealt
Dinh seat Derrell Otiffith to the
Meta for Ron Hunt and Jim Hick-
roan.
Secend Pittabargb Deal
The Pinatas also made then sec-
ond deal within four cant On Mon-
day night, they besought southpaw
Juan Pissero from the White Sox.
Dodger messieer Waiter Alston
MS Sat Bailey. who hit 719 bat
seats and had 13 home runs,
would play outfield and third Ms
-Michael Is • shortstop and the
job a can he aid
Informed of the Sae in Spo-
kane. Wash, Wills eramened sur-
prtse
-You're kidding " he maid "TM
surmised became Pktabargn hadn't
The Murray State Thoroughbreds
opened their basketball season in
fine style last Mein by scoring A
record number of points and de-
feating Georgia Southern 121 to 65
The Racers could have broken the
0. V C record had they left their
atirters in the entire game. but
Coach Cal Luther substituted free-
The Racers scored 7 points before
°tonna Southern broke the ice,
and this was as oicae as they got
to Murray the rest of the Mast.
Hedi McPherson led the Racers
to victory with 30 pants, Don
Duman sowed 19 points and gave
"he fans a real thrill, when he stole
the ball. drove half the length of
the floor and dunked the ball Don
as only 5-10.
Hilly Mumbler. who Is no strang-
er so kcal taut because of his high
Hometown Boy
May Fill Shoes
Of Spurrier
By DAVID M. MOFFIT
UPI Babb Writer
ATLANTA int - Repining a
lielarrean Trophy winner as • pretty
big order, but the Craver/ha of
Morals appears to have • home-
town boy who hot nay fill the
Quarterbacto like Steve Spurrier
dont ccwe along very often The
Gator senior opened more yardage'
than any other major college play-
er in the history a Dixie Mahan.
Thus his departure should leave
a trenseadous void But Plarkla ton
batter not count on nat, mince
even been mentaoned in the it.- iftwunw neat year t
hey% awn to
rotating perind I thotarbt I'd be yore Jackie mallard
traded to the Yarikees The Yank- ilesallans Soy
its were the dub I tel I wait Ukdati is • 6-foot, 11110-pound
have wanted to so to Pituilargh frogman from Ciaineervilie. pig.,
wasn't an a the CIUDI I had al home re the Gators The scouting
!vexes on the Florida yearling states
Wills. who has Flayed dwrtataP natty thrt Ir.ciodlial was far na-
ming of Ms career amid he seder- paler in Spurrier as a fradassi
sands the Pirates' belleve Inst
thew have an outstanding *sodality
Is goiter to be a great
college quarterback." the Florida
in Geoe Alley minim report has tremand-
111 have tortenndiklee ihe whole can aliffiny and has all the sma
rts
Sine before I clan honestly ray if a a gram hada. -
I play in 1967" mid the Sind- lb. Moulds fredimen Pelled four
ly-lad wan 1818881 foss die fall—Autarrn. Pion
Praise Fa Parana Sala. d said Georgia —
"Hut Pittsburgh has • Mil dub.
and the Pirates ousts have been
the beat in the Nanorial Lcallfple in
1905 I can't feel had playing for
• contending club mitt as Ma-
burst '
liffis WAD played on three World
Sian teams and three Al Star
Ohm for the Dodgers, stayed the
wan a cower Walter O'Malley
hot ow:nth when he is the Oh
ailhout pstitasion dumb* a past
eillian tour of Jens alb said he
was forced to have because he need-
ed medical attention for his right
kirg
WOG. was named the National
Losigue's mon viduatile player In
1992 when lie ach 104 Saes to
saps Ty Calsa'• record But this visiery.
MS be 'tribe eell7 25 b..as and "ft•arthe it the only varsity
was 4111.5ht "Myr 24 Urnell He quartertadi 
that I'd rate ahead of
MOW all
WOW. mho shmed with the Pi-
lulesin 1111, is a reported 11150
borate had to ban year with than
in 1964 wits he hit 3111 nJove in
51 runs and tad 11 horne rum.
Washington
May Be Mans'
Next Stop, '67
ay RUDY CERNILOVW
Untied Press latersalliseal
PITTSHCROH ePI — lkinner or
later an dirratadea wind la to
Wartmarts and that nag be the
kiosk. for one-Erne home-run to
tang king River Maria se the m-
a* a an innocent appearing in-
tee'-1u. deal between the Rids-
seal average better than 30 points
par sane whits bastirat themat
Itakdahl The km
Wiltdad was the prime mason
• dam surneut He sedinseed 264
yards per game psalm god rtm
!one and was rethonalbie for 15
touchdowns in the four games
The youngster apparel a cinch
to tare over the Orator oundertata
deli as a sothomore lust I,Spur -
riar Sri three sessons so He ore-
pieced WI at 136 maws 511 per rent
for 900 yards arid 10 touchdowns
sad ran tor five Mere soars
Against the Omsk' freshmen
unb eaten except by Morelia Eck-
dahl passed far three touchdown.
said soared one hassalli in • 77-21
Wirdad right now." said Gewszta
1.—'---. mach Doc Ayers -The
▪ handled hamar Bar • pro If
ha maw mama prawns cater the
sea three years hell be at last
11111 said OS Spurrier -
This is tall praise for • freshrnan
Spurrier set /3outheadern Confer-
ece n prang records for atternom
VV. completions 1441 and yentas-.
1/1.3 as • lunar and broke them
dl diepint seam lath 179 car of
2/1 peas for 2.012 yards He also
had a career total offense mart a
53118 yards
"Payee probably think we're 
tam,awe—la Ihicrliad the freelinnan
in Spurrier the all-Arnedran " rad
Plorlda freshman ocarh Larry Tr-
vat and ape"
pew Dirk Liss am well
Ti is Imown that the Yankees are
tillelleillerlY high cat Krendes Time
,
banana her Symms to be • fir."
✓attly Mirror and also became e
MciPhsil. the Yankees new genera'
roaraper, Snowless even Irtl.
deiphia MUSD and the Wasting- be tad him at Sabernore
ton Senators
And las many of the entelea In
alutstrieton, this one is crashed In
intrigue
Ma Naha obillined from the
Weidnagialy alliffilider Don
LowS preadasil 8110512 hl OPRWII
league dais. Is
the lismators remand saprw re-
liever Darold Knowles sal cash in
nes sairend inter-lags dam co the
Straw bmweball meetings.
Lnek Who it now 30. Joined the
Berietont,Juty 11, 1902. in • tradv
width the Yankees for Dale Inn,/
He batted 23. hit 16 hcentsrs and
drove In 48 runs for %Valhi Shots
*hat year Knowles. 24 thrweett
record and a 3(74 earned run
oweraire It fili ellITIPA for the Phil-
llea
with the McMinn of Knowles the
Renattmt now are top heavy in the
tednien yeah righthandem Ronnie
Kline and Casey Cox and mouth-
The Sara sermyttnn at the
MOM league meetings here It that
the Yankee+ told the Senators they
mold make a deal with thorn for
Merit If they were able to iret
KIWY1411 from the Phillips Now the
Senate,* have Krowies
The neat ks,tcwd *pp markt be
I Vilma. pang to the Yankam aira
Mario to the Senators along with a
toirolie of met say Mc. 8711000.
adeti by one of there coinctriences
ant, happens to be Spa Roger's
mar?
Th. Yankees cleared the way tor
Marie' detarture when they obtain-
ed moat, Dlii Reasiroan from 
At-
lanta Tuesday Melt McPhail twirl
ftreitrann would pad right nod
Mom with Steve Whitaker and
made no mentirm re Maris
Lrynk had his beat year for Wean-
nuts in 1964 when he Mt 26 home
midi and drove in 80 nuts
school days at Lowes, scored 13
noints also Bill went to Maissippi
State before transferring to Murray.
Cunningham was the leading re-
bounder for the mole with. 17.
Murray out rebounded the visitors
78 to 7e
The Recent hit 47 per cent from
the field while °tonna hit only 31
nereent Murray hit 16 of 31 from
Lb.. free throw line
The Murray Preis didn't do es
well, as they lost to Paduca.h Junior
college in to 101
GEORGIA sOrTHERN 11151 —
Rwitkiewies 8 Jonian 12 Ron 3,
Seth, If Prichard 4, Gregory 6.
Oarrninhael 8. Christiansen 1, W5se
7.
1111:711RAY sTATE 11211 — Me-
whereon 30, Dunosn 19, Chumbar
19, Cuntinwham 11, Ravenna 4,
Starts muter 6. Lambert 5, Mor-
bin 4, Romani 9, Roeder 4. Quint 4. '1
SEEN & HEARD .
ICantinued From Pug
twenty years
Tale an • magartne f root
LAD Wedding" That moat
been • wild one.
"My
have
Raw • Jay Bird this morning. all
big as s "'Awe.
lack Benny Mild Phyllis Dater
1st night that Se noted Ike
*mese who had received a car-
ds thlers sooting after the
seraxti hod been pulled
The SRI renort holt mine lit for
the fins nine months of 19601
and g shows an astounding 10
ner cent Morose in Sine over
the United States. The violent
°erns rose 11 per ceoo wsth mur-
der un 8 per oat, harcible raloe.
robbery swersivated amemuk t 11
sr cent eaoh.
In towns of 10.000 to 25,000 popu-
lation, and this monaties Murray,
crime it up 11 per cent Murder
It up 32 per cent. that's right
32 Forcible re is up 11 per
cent robbery up 5 or'. rer
a •
a.
FRIDAY — DBCEMBFR 2, !966
gravated assault up 21 per cent
and burglary up 7 Per cent Ler-
cell), 450 and over Lti up 15 per
cent and auto theft is up 16 per
cent.
Jed leek at these figures for New
York Ony. There were 461 rasa
of murder and non-negkgent
manslaughter. There were 1209
oases of rape. There were 15208
cases ot ziobbery. There were 17,-
236 oases of aggravated assault
Buslary and breaking and enter-
ing MUM ntunbered 83,567. In
larceny NO and over there were
76,163 oases. Juat guts how many
autunite:elm were alas in New
York these fka ntne months
'Mere were 32157. _
Chicago had 23,444 cars stolen,
Detrost. 9,348, Ffauston 4.364 and
Los Angeles 16,845.
This constant increase in the
crime rate shows a complete lack
of respeot for property ownership
and the rights of others.
'67 BONNEVILLE 2-Door Hardtop. 2,000 miles. Power
and air.
'66 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. All power and air. White
with black trim.
'66 CADILLAC Sedan DeVIlle. All power and air. Solid
black.
'6Sct ervn viiaADrlle,kie,ACSedan Devine. All power and air. She's apr,
'66 01,05 fa 4-floor Hannon. All power and air. 12,000
miles White with black trim.
'66 Oif
r'o is right.
Town Sedan. Power and air Brand new. The
nri
'63 sOpi,,latsS vfl'nnytlirstrinarnCoupe. Red with white top. Bucket
'62 01 IRS Super 88 4-Door. Power and air. She' a powder
n
'66 PflitTl A Iemana 4-Door Hardtop. Power and air
'CA N.B:if:Yr twbitZlide:tvliProater and
a'ç evipn S-riorte. Siv-rvlinder nitr Slickitnnia aa 
mole
tic transmissiono
PT vatro-rn 9-Door. six-cylinder, standard shift.
'63 meilfi?oon wt'v nepiw aAirc a broomi-ncinr 7 sSix-cylinder, standard tran-
urneritv station waren nouble rower.
'ail CHEVY Imnala 4-Door Hardtop. Sharp.
og4
1,ge)
Salesmen — Loyd "Preacher" Wilson - Larry Salter
Cook Sanders and Wells Pardons, Jr.
Sanders - Purdom
Motor Sales
*405 lotatn etrood Mane 7(5-5.310
Be as choosy as you like.. We have
ST THE MT FOR HIM
Make this a clothing Christmas! Give the "man-on-your-list" a gift
he can wear all year . . . a beautiful new suit from Factory Outlet
Store.
PERMANENT
PRESS
Sul:senor wearing
quality Perfect
washability Self-
pressing w hile
thery are
drying
Rtr. 95
$9 95
2 Pr's. for
11111.30
NI Silt
IRON
FOR THE
REC.. PRI('E OF . . .
PLUS $1.00
BIG SELECTION' fissaUful new Fall
suits, sport emits slacks, topcoats, sweater*,
sport and dress shirts, shoes, hats and acces-
sories And remember. I. 1-41 ran bu• two mita
for the regular price of one plus fl I* or
mix and match one null and sport coat and
stacks. or one sett and topcoat on the same
deal Or. If ,cra prefer. you can buy any of
these Items In single snits at a low, low cost!
stop In today!
1
ALL WEATHER COATS
solids and f Anri I olors - Reg 124.95
818.95
New Fall colors and styles Cardigan and
Pullover, Virgin Wool and Mohair. Wool
and Polyester. machine washable and
dryabie Prima-Velount for the finest
fashions
MEN'S SLACKS $7" to $1495
uncvav
SILK AND
WOOL
Sharkskin
Suits
ompart• at
$100 On
854.95
See rem Mg selection
of beautiful new lux-
ury silk and wool
sharkakin sults in
beautiful solid colors.
black, olive, brown,
grey, and blur Com-
pare with $ 1 0 0 00
silts of the fame
quality . buy at
our low price'
l'SE OUR LAYAWAY IF YOU OREFER FREF
 GIFT WRAPPING
Factory Outlet Stores
510 Main Street - Murray 516 Broadway - Pa
ducah
211 S. 6th Street - Mayfield 218 Main Street - 
Fulton
Murray Store Open Friday MI S p.m.
-
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